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SUMMARY
Magnetic bearings now exist in a variety of industrial applications. However, there still 
exist concerns over the fault tolerance and control integrity of rotor/magnetic bearing 
systems in general. Unless control systems can be developed that have the ability to 
maintain safe operation when the system is in an abnormal, degraded or faulty state then 
many, otherwise viable, magnetic bearing applications will remain unfulfilled.
In this thesis, a variety of potential fault conditions are considered for flexible 
rotor systems. These conditions are classified into two main groups. The first comprises 
those that are external to the control system, for which tolerance can be achieved through 
appropriate controller design. It is shown that these faults can be modelled as system 
disturbances in the framework of robust controller design, and that optimal (/Too and Hi) 
controllers can be designed to cope with such faults. The performance of such controllers 
under the designed fault conditions is assessed and compared with more standard control 
implementations.
The second group of faults is considered internal to the control system, for which 
tolerance cannot be achieved through standard control design methods. A method is 
proposed for the detection and identification of such fault conditions using a single layer 
feed-forward neural network, running in real time. As an example it is demonstrated that 
the neural network can be trained to identify faults affecting the system position 
transducer measurements, and that the output from the neural network can be used as a 
decision tool for reconfiguring control. In this way satisfactory control of the system can 
be maintained during failure of a controller input. The method requires no knowledge of 
the system dynamics or system disturbances, and the network can be trained on-line.
Through experimental implementation and validation of a control system 
incorporating the techniques developed, improved tolerance to both internal and external 
types of fault are shown to be possible. It is concluded that such a system can improve the 
survivability and maintainability of rotor/magnetic bearing applications.
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NOTATION
bearing magnet pole face area 
non-linear compensation parameter 
general system state space matrices 
controller state space matrices 
system identification matrix polynomials 
neural network bias vector 
non-linear compensation parameter
state input distribution matrices (base, disturbance and control 
related)
complete rotor damping matrix 
PID derivative gain 
finite element damping sub-matrices 
output matrix
state output distribution matrices
characteristic polynomial of transfer function matrix
value of signal spread used by fault post processor
vector of direct rotor forces (time domain, Laplace transform)
system direct output matrices
rotor mass eccentricity
neural network output error
rotor force distribution matrices (disturbance, control)
fault distribution matrix
total bearing force due to opposing coil pairs
F high order controller transfer function matrix
/thresh fault threshold used by fault post processor
f b total bearing force
/net fault detector discrete time sample frequency
F0, G0, H0, L i, L 2  state space fault observer matrices
f s discrete time controller sample frequency
g full vector of all rotor nodal forcing
G plant transfer function matrix
Gb, G/, Gu system transfer function matrices
Gre fault residual transfer function matrix from 0 to r
H controller transfer function matrix
I identity matrix
i magnetic bearing coil current
zlf2 magnetic bearing bias currents
ic magnetic bearing control current
it. vector of magnetic bearing control currents
J  complete rotor gyroscopic matrix
j ij rotor finite element gyroscopic sub-matrices
K complete rotor stiffness matrix
kc inherent magnetic bearing current gain
Ki bearing current gain
ki PID integral gain
ky finite element stiffness sub-matrices
kp PID proportional gain
Kz bearing negative stiffness
X
bearing related stiffness matrix 
inherent magnetic bearing stiffness 
magnet coil inductance
bearing magnet air gap between pole face and rotor
nominal bearing magnet air gap between pole face and rotor
bearing magnet flux path length
complete rotor mass matrix
finite element mass sub-matrices
number of rotor displacement states
number of rotor model nodes
plant identification signal
number of magnet coil turns
sensor noise identification signal
number of overall control samples per state space iteration 
vector of neural network fault detector inputs 
zth modal vector 
ith modal co-ordinate
open loop transfer function sub-matrix with i ,j  = 1 or 2
rotor lateral displacements (translatory and angular)
vector of rotor lateral displacements (translatory and angular)




plant sensitivity transfer function matrix
t vector of fault related errors in plant input/outputs
T0 0  transfer function matrices with 9 = uc or ys, 0 = d or
ty polynomial of transfer function matrix element ij
Ts discrete time controller sample period
Tb co-ordinate transformation matrix from bearing positions to nodal
positions
Tv co-ordinate transformation matrix from bearing positions to sensor
positions
u, U total magnetic bearing forces vectors (time domain, Laplace
transform)
U] weighted disturbance input vector
u2 control input vector
ur, Vc magnetic bearing control forces vectors (time domain, Laplace
transform)
v vector of concurrent plant input and outputs
v vector of concurrent plant input and outputs with added fault
component
\ j  neural network weighting matrix
w vector of fault related errors in plant input/outputs
input weighting transfer function matrices with (j) = d or yb 
We output weighting transfer function matrices with 9 = uc or ys
Wj neural network weighting matrix
x, X state vector (time domain, Laplace transform)
xc controller state vector
Xd PID controller derivative state
xj PID controller integral state
xii
yi weighted plant error output vector
y i plant control output vector
yb,Yb vector of bearing translatory base motion (time domain, Lap] 
transform)
y s, y 5 vector of sensor measurement states (time domain, Laplace 
transform)
z rotor displacements at bearings
z vector of relative translatory rotor displacements at bearings
Z k vector of fault detector states in discrete time at sample k
a rotor proportional damping value
(Xi real part of rth eigenvalue of controller system matrix Ac
A plant structured perturbation matrix
G zth modal damping ratio
Vr relative permeability of magnet core
Vo permeability of free space
n f sensor failure matrix for ith sensor
'F rotor modal matrix
Vi zth modal vector
G largest singular value
a smallest singular value
e half angle between double pole faces
Q rotational frequency
CO angular frequency















noise signal cut off frequency 
magnet cut-off frequency 
yth modal frequency
imaginary part of z'th eigenvalue of controller system matrix Ac 
driven coil saturation frequency
H  infinity norm: supremum of maximum singular value of H  for co 
>0
infimum of minimum singular value of H  for co > 0
TERMINOLOGY
dual port random access memory 
digital signal processor 
fault detector
fault detection and isolation observer 
multiple input - multiple output 
proportional - derivative 
proportional - integral - derivative 




1.1 Control Problems in Rotor/Magnetic Bearing Systems
The use of magnetic bearings in rotating machinery has a wide range of potential benefits. 
The appeal of contactless support and active vibration control has led to a number of 
commercial and experimental applications. For example, turbomolecular pumps now 
incorporate magnetic bearings as standard components, while other applications include 
flywheels, turbines, compressors and hybrid motors. These rotor/magnetic bearing 
systems can be classified both in terms of whether they are fully levitated or have 
auxiliary support and whether the rotors are rigid or flexible. Although all rotors are 
flexible to some degree, they are referred to as flexible or rigid depending on whether the 
first rotor bending critical speed occurs inside or outside the running speed range 
respectively. Typically, rotors used in applications with high production volume are 
effectively rigid, owing to their short axial dimension. However, there are flexible rotor 
applications (e.g. compressors) where the first rotor bending critical speed is exceeded. 
The vibration control problem associated with a rigid rotor is comparatively 
straightforward since the amplitude at any location is proportional to the whole rotor 
vibration. Thus, four independent radial measurements of rotor vibration will completely 
specify the rotor transverse motion. This does not extend to flexible rotors since vibration 
nodes may occur close to the sensor or bearing positions. The general development of 
control design strategies for flexible rotors is, therefore, important for extending the range 
of applications associated with gas turbines, compressors, generators etc.
The simplest way to stabilise a rotor/magnetic bearing system and achieve 
acceptable closed loop vibration control is to use local PID (proportional-integral-
derivative) control at each bearing (Schweitzer et al., 1994). Tuning of the PID control 
parameters allows a degree of influence over the closed loop characteristics, such as 
bearing stiffness, transmissibility, modal damping levels and control current levels. The 
limitations of PID control are that the vibration control performance will, in some desired 
sense, be sub-optimal, due to the system order exceeding the controller order. However, it 
will guarantee closed loop stability, excepting the spillover problems that can occur with 
non-collocated sensors and bearings (Salm and Schweitzer, 1984).
Many papers considering rotor/magnetic bearing vibrations have been limited to 
steady state unbalance control, also referred to as synchronous vibration control, since the 
rotor vibration frequency is equal to the rotational frequency. This is a common form of 
excitation and relevant to slowly varying, run up and run down operations. An open loop 
strategy (Burrows and Sahinkaya, 1983) has proved successful in eliminating 
synchronous components. Synchronous vibration control has been further developed 
using closed loop strategies, that can respond to changes in the synchronous vibration 
component caused by unbalance and transient disturbances. Synchronous feedback 
strategies include those developed by Larsonneur et al. (1992), Keogh et al. (1996a) and 
Knospe et al. (1995).
Beyond PID control, the majority of closed loop control methods can be classified 
under the expansive field of multivariable control. Recently, modem control strategies to 
attenuate vibration have been considered (Herzog and Bleuler, 1992). The use of H« 
optimisation is now being widely considered as a means of controller design. For 
example, Carrere (1994) considered using multi-block H«, design in a simulation study, 
while Shiau et al. (1997) applied it to a flexible rotor in a similar study with the bearings 
located at the ends of the rotor, thus avoiding the rotor vibration node problem. The level
of achievable performance, using Hoo type objectives is often inhibited by controller 
robustness requirements, necessary to account for possible modelling errors and/or plant 
variations. Attempts to improve upon performance have led to advanced techniques, such 
as /i-synthesis (Nonami and Ito, 1994), that allow more accurate representation of plant 
perturbations and modelling errors in the controller design. Modem control synthesis 
techniques have been shown to give optimal vibration control in the face of various types 
of disturbance e.g. rotor unbalance (Mu et al., 1992) and rotor mass-loss (Keogh et al., 
1995). New areas of development include the use of linear matrix inequality formulation 
for controller design, as applied to design using mixed H JH i performance objectives 
(Nonami et al., 1996).
A common problem with many control schemes is that optimum control at one 
running speed may prove ineffective or even unstable at another. This is predominantly 
due to rotor gyroscopic effects that increase proportionately with running speed. Methods 
to overcome this problem have included gain scheduling, for both multi-variable 
(Sivrioglu and Nonami, 1996) and synchronous control (Knospe et al., 1997).
Common to all these control methods is that for optimal control the nominal plant is 
considered as a linear system. Linear control techniques are based on operating point 
linearisation and make no attempt to compensate for system non-linearities, which can 
cause unpredictable dynamic behaviour. A full analysis of electromagnetic force 
characteristics gives a non-linear relationship between force, current and displacement. It 
is also found that elctromagnetic force depends on coupled x  and y displacement (Knight 
et al., 1992). A non-linear dynamic model of a magnetic bearing, including cross- 
coupling effects, has been developed (Virgin et al., 1995) which demonstrates the 
potential for chaotic dynamic behaviour, and the possibility of stability loss. Fuzzy
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modelling has been used with some success to model magnetic bearings (Xiao et al.,
1995) thereby enabling the possibility of linearised control forces. It has also been used in 
non-linear PID control (Kosinen et al., 1994), generated from a simple rule-base.
Some of these control methods could loosely be described as fault tolerant, in the 
sense that they can tolerate a certain level of changes in the system parameters. However, 
the term fault tolerant will, from here on, be used to refer to controllers that can cope with 
system states or conditions, whether internal or external, that can generally be considered 
as outside the normal scope of operation.
1.2 Fault Tolerant Control
Standard control methods in current commercial use will produce potentially disastrous 
behaviour when the system is subjected to unexpected loads or a component of the system 
suddenly fails or suffers a degradation in performance.
Transient rotor vibration control using magnetic bearings, e.g. due to blade loss, has 
been considered by Viggiano and Schweitzer (1992) and Keogh et al. (1995). To avoid the 
complications of high order state space controllers, several researchers have developed 
closed loop strategies using synchronous components of the measured vibration (Knospe 
et al., 1995; Shafai et al., 1994; Keogh et al., 1996b). Other forms of actuation have been 
developed by Ulbrich and Althaus (1989), using hydraulic means, and Palazzolo et al. 
(1991) using piezoelectric pushers. Magnetic bearings have a limited force capability and 
complete vibration control in the case of large mass loss is unlikely without the rotor 
making contact with passive retainer bearings.
A controller designed to suppress unbalance vibration alone may be ineffective in 
coping with base excited rotor movement. There are transport applications involving gas 
turbines, compressors, generators and flywheels in which motion of the machine support
structure will transmit forces to the rotor through the bearings. Seismic events or external 
shock inputs with varying spectral content may, similarly, cause significant transient rotor 
vibration. Most studies of the seismic problem have been limited to passive rotor dynamic 
systems (Shimogo et al., 1980; Hori and Kato, 1990; Kato et al., 1992). A preliminary 
simulation study for a rotor/magnetic bearing system was considered by Keogh et al. 
(1996b).
The problem of achieving fault tolerant control of a magnetic bearing system has 
been approached in various ways. Yates et al. (1988) considered the use of a 
multiprocessor controller which had a built in redundancy of microprocessors and 
sensors. This meant that control of the plant could be re-routed when a component failure 
occurred. However, this approach does not address the problem of faults within the power 
electronics, or incipient faults that might go undetected and result in drastic loss of 
performance. Both Maslen et a l (1995) and Lyons et al. (1994) have suggested the use of 
multiple coil magnetic actuators which can be reconfigured to cope with loss of a magnet 
coil.
When using a multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) control system, which has 
been designed using multivariable techniques, it is possible that loss of one system input 
or output (due to occurrence of a fault) may result in loss of stability in one or more of the 
closed loop system modes. Although it is easy to assess stability of a system subject to 
loss of an input or output (Hsieh et al., 1993; Fujita et al., 1988) it is difficult to design a 
controller that ensures stability is maintained during loop failure (i.e. with controller 
integrity) (Giindes, 1994). A method of controller design is presented in Seo and Kim 
(1996) for the problem of actuator failure. However, the method presented requires the set 
of system actuators to include a sub-set of reliable actuators, which never fail, and can
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always be used to stabilise the system. A design method is also given in Watanabe (1998) 
but again, shortfalls exist, in that application is only considered for systems that are open 
loop stable. An alternative to this type of controller is one in which the control law is 
changed, or adapted, in order to cope with the occurrence of a fault. This type of 
controller must have a built in mechanism for the detection and isolation of faults. It may 
also incorporate some form of decision logic to invoke the most appropriate control law 
for the situation in hand. Alternatively, it may incorporate an adaptive algorithm which 
continuously changes the control law depending on the type and size of fault detected. A 
method for detecting faults based on state space theory is the fault detection and isolation 
observer (FDIO). The FDIO is based on the state space observer techniques of 
Luenberger (1971). The idea behind an FDIO is to produce a fault detection signal or 
residual, which responds to the system faults. The observer is designed in such a way that 
a fault in the system produces a known residual output. However, the effects of different 
faults must be uncoupled so that individual faults can be isolated. Also the observer must 
be robust to unknown system disturbances, which otherwise might effect the fault 
detection signal.
This type of fault detection could have possible application in a rotor/magnetic 
bearing system. The monitoring of both sensor and actuator errors could be used as a 
basis for adapting the controller when a fault occurs. In the case of sensor failure, the 
control law could be changed in order to ignore the faulty signal, provided that a 
sufficient number of good sensors remain (so that observability is not lost). In the case of 
actuator failure it is less likely that system integrity can be maintained, especially if there 
are only four pole pairs used to levitate and control the rotor. However, it may be possible 
to use the fault residual as part of an adaptive algorithm, which can attempt to compensate 
for errors in the actuator force.
In an attempt to enhance the robustness of residual generation not only to 
unknown inputs but also noise and system modelling uncertainty, a frequency domain 
formulation has been developed by, among others Frank et al. (1994). A slightly different 
approach, using the frequency domain formulation, has been developed (Hou et al.,
1996), which should give improved performance. This reduces the optimisation problem 
to a linear matrix inequality (LMI) (Boyd et al., 1994), which can be solved numerically. 
This approach could feasibly be applied to fault detection in rotor/magnetic bearing 
systems.
1.3 Scope of this Research
In this work, the general problem of achieving fault tolerant control in a rotor/magnetic 
bearing system is investigated. Chapter 2 describes the flexible rotor/magnetic bearing 
system used for experimental investigation and outlines some of the general modelling 
techniques that can be applied to such a system.
Potential fault and failure modes will be analysed and considered in two basic 
groups. The first of these groups is defined as external, in that these faults are external to 
the control system, and do not affect its functioning. For these types of faults, examples of 
which are given in table 1.1, tolerance can be achieved through appropriate controller 
design. In chapter 3 it is shown how these faults can be modelled as system disturbances 
in the framework of robust controller design, and how optimal controllers can be designed 
to cope with such faults. Control design is considered for combined base induced motion 
control, unbalance vibration control and mass-loss vibration control. In chapter 4, 
controllers designed according to the techniques given in chapter 3 are implemented and 
tested on the experimental system. Their performance is assessed and compared with 
more standard control implementations.
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The second group of faults is defined internal, in that they can be considered as 
internal to the control system. These types of faults affect the functioning of the control 
system and as a result tolerance cannot be achieved through standard control design 
methods. These faults (examples of which are given in table 1.1) are described further in 
chapter 5, together with a consideration of some of the control methods that have the 
capability to deal with them. Chapter 6 considers the design of fault detection systems 
that could be used as the basis of a re-configurable control system. The development of a 
fault detector based on neural networks is described together with the result of some 
simulations. Chapter 7 covers the implementation of the fault tolerant re-configurable 
control on the experimental system. To illustrate the technique, the system is designed to 
detect and respond to faults associated with the displacement sensors. Faults are 
introduced on the real system and the performance of the re-configurable control is 
measured and assessed. Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of this work and describes 
some possible areas for further research and development.
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CHAPTER 2 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE ROTOR/MAGNETIC BEARING 
SYSTEM
2.1 System Description
For the purposes of experimental validation, the strategies and techniques developed in 
this work are applied to a flexible rotor/magnetic bearing rig. This experimental system, 
now described, has a number of features that make it particularly suitable for the 
development and investigation of different control strategies:
• The rotor can be run through a speed range including the first two rotor flexural 
modes.
• The rotor is fully levitated and therefore all stability is derived from the magnetic 
bearings.
• The system has eight rotor displacement transducers, whereas the minimum needed 
for ensuring rotor stability is four. The axial position of the transducers can be altered 
and any combination can be used as control inputs.
• The system is mounted on a moveable base so that the effect of base motion on rotor 
vibration can be studied.
• The rotor bending stiffness is comparable with the inherent bearing stiffness. 
Therefore, control of the rotor’s rigid body stability and the first flexural mode are 
inseparable problems.
A schematic diagram of the experimental system is shown in figure 2.1. Photographs of 
the rig are shown in figures 2.2 and 2.3. The rotor consists of four moveable disks,
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mounted equidistantly on a 2 m long shaft, supported by two radial magnetic bearings. 
The bearings themselves have two opposing coil pairs, each pair providing one axis of 
force control at 45° to the vertical. Within each bearing housing is mounted a radial 
retainer bearing, having a clearance of 0.7 mm. For additional safety, four bronze retainer 
rings (clearance 0.8 mm) are distributed along the length of the shaft. Four pairs of eddy 
current transducers, fixed to the system base, measure rotor position. These are positioned 
each side of the bearings, those closest being used for local PID feedback. Figure 2.4 is an 
axial view of one bearing showing bearing coil and transducer orientations. The rotor is 
connected through a flexible coupling to an ac drive motor, which can run at speeds up to 
100 Hz (628 rad/s).
The complete system can be usefully divided into four main sub-systems for the 
purpose of design, modelling and analysis: the rotor, the bearings, the power electronics 
that drive the bearings and the control hardware.
2.2 Flexible Rotor
The rotor was designed according to a specification that gives the rotor properties given 
in table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Rotor design specifications
Parameter Value
Rotor length 2 m
Rotor shaft diameter 0.05 m
Rotor total mass 100 kg
Disk masses 13 kg
First flexural frequency 170 rad/s
Second flexural frequency 421 rad/s
11
O : ELEMENT NODES 1930.00mm
S : SENSOR NODES 655mm 620mm





BASE BASE IMPACT POINT
ISOLATOR
Figure 2.1 Flexible rotor/magnetic bearing experimental facility showing modelling elements
Figure 2.2 Flexible rotor/magnetic bearing rig






sensors 2,4,7,8 sensors 1,3,5,7
Figure 2.4 Schematic axial view of rotor and magnetic bearing showing 
orientation of sensors and magnet coils
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2.2.1 Rotor Modelling
The derivation of accurate rotor models is a vital tool for design and analysis in rotating 
machinery. Not only is it necessary for the prediction of rotor vibration levels, which has 
important consequences for machine wear, noise and performance, but it is also necessary 
for the successful application of vibration control methods. Practical rotor dynamics 
involves the application of vibration theory and gyroscopic mechanics, which introduce 
such concepts as natural frequencies, critical speeds, forwards and backwards whirl, 
nutation and precession. It is also concerned with various forcing phenomena, including 
unbalance forcing, electromagnetic forces that exist in electrical drives and process forces 
such as fluid forcing and driving/load torque.
Rather than discussing the concepts inherent in rotor dynamics this section will 
concentrate on a brief description of the modelling methods used in the creation of a 
system model, subsequently used for analysis, simulation and control design in this study. 
The dynamic model of the rotor was derived theoretically using finite element techniques 
and is an evolution of the finite element model developed by N. Rutland using the theory 
of Nelson and McVaugh (1976). The method regards the continuous structure as an 
assemblage of finite elements. In this sense it is a discretisation procedure, as it expresses 
the displacement at any point along an individual element as a function of the 
displacement at the element nodal positions. For the case in hand, the rotor shaft is 
divided into twelve elements, necessary to give accurate prediction of the first three 
flexural modes. The motion of the system is then defined in terms of the nodal 
displacements at each of the N=13 nodes (translatory and angular):
T Tq (0 = [ fah Qah Qf5\ ■> fal 1 fall QoQ.i Qph fall - •• fa\i Qctii fall fall" QffNi ^ yN] (2 .1)
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This is done by deriving the equation of motion for a typical cylinderical element 
and then assembling the individual element equations of motion into a description of the 
complete system. The elemental mass, damping, gyroscopic, and stiffness matrices can be 
derived to give a second order equation of the form:
mll mI2 + C11 C12 ~ q , "
_m 21 m22_ Ai+ 1. _C21 C22 A m .
J11 Ji 2 q, + "kn k]2 " q , " g; '
_ J21 J22 _ A m . > 2 1 ^ 2 2 _q«+i_ _g;+i _
where qT, (t) = [ qxi, q q p t, qyi]T is the displacement vector at node i.
By matching forces at the nodal positions, the equations for all the elements can 
be superimposed to give a full order equation:
Mq + Cq + X2Jq + Kq = g (2.3)
where M is the symmetric positive definite mass matrix, K and C are symmetric positive 
semi-definite stiffness and damping matrices and J  is the skew symmetric gyroscopic 
matrix. Given the 4N x 1 vector of external forcing g(r), these 4N coupled differential 
equations can be solved to find the dynamic response of the system in terms of the nodal 
co-ordinates in q(r).
For a spinning rotor supported by magnetic bearings, unbalance forcing can be 
represented by a direct force vector d acting on the rotor and comprising 8 lateral forces 
at discrete rotor locations (the rotor disks) and 4 bearing forces in u, arising from each 
magnetic actuator axis. Thus g has the form
g = E„d + E uu (2.4)
giving
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Mq + (c  + f2 j)q  + Kq — E^d + Ewu (2.5)
2.2.2 Rotor Critical Speeds and Mode Shapes 
Transformation of (2.5) to modal co-ordinates gives
'Fp + '¥t {£2J + C)'Fp + 'FTK *Fp = ^ JEdd + 'FTE„u (2.6)
where
q = vFp (2.7)
If the matrix of modal vectors, 'F , is normalised with respect to the mass matrix M and 
proportional system damping (equation 2.8) is assumed to allow diagonalisation of the 
damping matrix and the creation of normal modes (Caughey, 1960) then
'F t M 'F  = I, C = aK  (2.8)
For the overall system stiffness matrix
A = ^ t K '¥ = diag{(0f,...,col) (2.9)
where (0\...(0n are the modal natural frequencies. Therefore, the dynamics of a single 
mode are related to the inputs according to:
p i +2t;lwip i + a f p i =y/iTE tld + \i/iTE uu  (2.10)
The modal participation from a mode i due to directly forced excitation is dependent on 
the magnitude of the factor yffTE rf. This is a measure of the level of excitation of mode i
resulting from direct forcing. The controllability of that mode is dependent on i//i E u and 
is a measure of the level of actuation required to influence the mode i. The mode shapes
(calculated from the translatory displacements terms of the modal vector y/ i ) of the first 
four rotor free-free, zero speed flexural modes are shown in figure 2.5.
So far, the rotational speed dependency of the rotor modal frequencies and mode 
shapes has been neglected. However, due to gyroscopic effects, splitting of the modal 
frequencies occurs with increasing running speed. The speed dependency of the first four 
rotor flexural modes is shown in figure 2.6 together with the synchronous line, often 
referred to as a Campbell diagram. It should be remembered that, in practice, the modes 
for the free rotor will be modified by the supporting bearings (see section 2.7). Rotor 
critical speed (speeds for maximal vibration) occur when the running speed is slightly 
above a natural frequency of the rotor modes.
2.3 Magnetic Bearings
The magnetic bearings are designed to have control force capabilities that can support the 
weight of the rotor and also control rotor vibration and contain the rotor under dynamic 
forcing arising from unbalance and other disturbance forcing. A simple theoretical 
analysis (Rutland and Keogh, 1994a) gives the radial force generated by a single magnet 
coil with a double pole of polar angle 26 as
F = n °A N e ' v cos6> (2-n )ih/Vr+2 hJ
where A is the pole face area, Nc the number of coil windings, i the coil current, /, the flux 
path length through the magnet core, lgap the air gap size, jlLq the relative permeability of 
free space and fir is the relative permeability of the magnet core. In practice, however, the 
maximum coil force will be limited by saturation effects. The two main factors that can 
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Figure 2.5 Predicted mode shapes of first four flexural modes for the free-free rotor
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Figure 2.6 Critical speed map (Campbell diagram) for the closed loop rotor model
showing synchronous line
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the power and current capabilities of the amplifiers. For a given available coil current, 
using a large number of coil windings and a large pole face can generate large static force 
capabilities. However, this will tend to increase the coil inductance, and hence reduce the 
coil cut-off frequency (i.e. open loop bandwidth of the coil):
a>s = R/Loc Nc/ANc (2.12)
where R is the coil resistance and L  the coil inductance.
With the driving electronics configured with current control, the amplifier will 
compensate for the coil frequency response roll-off that occurs above CD* with a higher 
output voltage, up to a frequency cysat where the amplifier output voltage enters saturation. 
Bearing design must, therefore, not only provide the required static load capabilites but 
also give satisfactory dynamic performance, as determined by the amplifier power output 
and the coil parameters.
The parameters used in the bearing design are given in table 2.2. These had been 
chosen with the objective of achieving the stated maximum control force up to a 
saturation frequency tu^ at that meets or exceeds the running speed range of the rotor (628 
rad/s) (Rutland and Keogh, 1994b).
The bearing coils are configured in opposing pairs using a differential-driving 
mode. This means that one magnet is driven with one bias current i\ having the control 
current ic added, and the other iz having the control current subtracted (z‘2  - *c). This results 
in a more linear force-current relationship for the bearing, but also gives the bearing a net 
negative stiffness.
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Table 2.2 Bearing design parameters
Parameter Value
Weight to be levitated (per bearing) 500 N
Maximum control force 1250 N
Nominal air gap 1.2 mm
Maximum air gap 1.6 mm
Saturation flux density 1.2 T
Peak coil current from amplifier 10 A
Pole face area 1399 mm2
Number of turns per pole 158
Coil resistance 0.365 Q
Coil inductance 0.0732 H
Coil cut-off frequency 30.5 rad/s
Required peak voltage 95.2 V
Required peak power 952 W
From (2.11) the total bearing force generated by opposing coil pairs is given by
= ^ A N c\ + i J  » 0AN c% - i J
* {lJHr+ 2(l0 - z ) f  ( l , /nr + 2(l0 + z ) f
where z is the shaft displacement from the bearing centre and Iq is the air gap when z = 0. 
Linearisation about z = 0, ic = 0 gives:
F. = K i  + K .z  (2.14)
where K, = 2^ ° A N ‘ (‘< + ‘2h os0 (2.15)
( h /» r +2loT




The 4x 1 vector of total bearing forces will be
u = K_z + KAC
(2.17)
= K Z z + uc
Theoretical values obtained from (2.15) and (2.16) are, for the bearing current 
gain Ki = 622 N/A and negative stiffness Kz = 2673 N/mm. Theoretical magnetic bearing 
force-current-displacement characteristics can also be obtained from the modelling of 
magnetic flux distribution (Knight et al., 1992). Direct measurement of bearing force 
characteristics is accomplished on the individual bearings and cores prior to the system 
assembly. Experimental data were obtained (Rutland and Keogh, 1995a) by applying the 
appropriate bias currents to a single coil pair and measuring the change in force with both 
displacement (to determine negative stiffness Kz) and control current (to determine 
current gain Ki). Displacement and force are measured along the coil axis only, although a 
more thorough investigation would involve measurement perpendicular to the coil axis in 
order to quantify the degree of axis cross-coupling. A plot of the force change with 
displacement from the bearing centre (figure 2.7) shows approximate linear dependency 
(Kz = 1.94xl06 N/m). A plot of control force against control current (figure 2.8) shows 
clear evidence of magnetic saturation for control forces greater than 1000 N. A linear fit 
over a range ± 1000 N gives a value of Ki = 530 N/A. Both plots show the change in force 
relative to a constant force bias of 325N, required to support the rotor weight.
The inclusion of bearing characteristics into system linear and non-linear modelling 
and controller design is developed further in section 4.6.
2.4 Rotor/Magnetic Bearing System Model
Inclusion of the identical bearing characteristics in (2.5), for both bearings gives:
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Figure 2.8 Measured bearing force-current characteristics with linear fit
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Mq + (C + .Qj)q + Kq — E^d + T^zEuz + Euuc (2.18)
If the bearings are mounted on a moveable base, then the displacement vector z is the 
difference between the absolute translatory motion of the rotor and the base at the bearing 
positions, and may be expressed as
z = C 2,q - y „
Therefore,
Mq + (i2J + C)q + (K -  Kz E„C^ )q = E^d + EHu c -  KzEuyh 
The vector of sensor output states is




where T, is a linear transformation from base co-ordinates at bearing locations to co­
ordinates at the sensor locations:
T , = E 1c wf c - E , E . c „ ) - ,E. (2.22)
Defining the system state vector as x = [ qT q T ]T, (2.20) can be transformed to first order 
form:
d q 0 I q 0









ys = [c>, o] + [ -T jy , (2.24)
These equations have the standard state space form:
x = Ax + B„u + B^d + B Ay fc 
y B= C vx + D 4y A
(2.25)
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The described model (2.25) is standard for the linearised modelling of rotor/magnetic 
bearing systems. However, the inclusion of base motion has not been previously 
considered in the open literature, and it will be shown in later chapters that this is an 
important consideration when trying to achieve overall reliability and fault tolerance in 
the controller design.
2.5 Power Electronics
Eight switching amplifiers are employed to drive the bearing coils. Switching amplifiers 
have the advantage of having low power losses and are therefore favourable for economic 
and performance reasons. Each amplifier has an internal feedback circuit for closed loop 
control of the output current. The switching amplifier works by alternatively switching 
the output voltage from a positive to negative value (±VS) with a set frequency of 
oscillation (=10 kHz). Within the oscillation period, if the positive voltage is switched on 
longer than the negative voltage then a net increase in the output current will result. 
Similarly, in order to reduce the current, the negative voltage is switched on for a longer 
interval. The high frequency oscillations that occur in the coil current can be a 
disadvantage of using switching amplifiers as they cause re-magnetisation losses in the 
bearing. High frequency noise associated with the voltage switching may also be a 
problem in some applications.
The dynamic and steady state performance of the combined amplifier-coil circuit 
has important consequences for the control implementation. In the previous section, it 
was assumed that the bearing force has linear dependence on control current (figure 2.8). 
Similarly it is assumed that the control current produced by the amplifier has a known 
linear dependence on the amplifier demand input. In practice, the limited amplifier 
voltage available (see section 2.3) and also the closed loop dynamics of the current
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controller will give a finite bandwidth to the amplifier gain. In accordance with the design 
parameters, a linear amplifier-coil gain can be assumed (Rutland and Keogh, 1994b), over 
the running speed range of the rotor and hence any amplifier-coil dynamics are neglected 
over the desired frequency band for rotor control (0 - 1000 rad/s). Ideally, dynamic as 
well as static measurement of bearing force characteristics would be used to produce a 
parameterisation of the amplifier-coil dynamics. The amplifier-coil dynamic model 
(instead of a linear gain) could then be incorporated in the overall system modelling and 
subsequent controller design.
2.6 Control Hardware
For implementation of the controller on the system (figure 2.9), a PC based digital signal 
processor (DSP) is used. The main components are:
• PC - Provides the user interface for the controller and exchanges data with the DSP 
unit. The PC program gives both graphical (i.e. rotor orbits) and numerical 
information (i.e. orbit amplitudes, running speed, controller parameters etc.) to the 
user and allows the user to change some parameters on-line e.g. controller sample 
frequency, controller gains etc. It also allows the user to load parameters from 
externally generated files e.g. state space controllers, and allows the recording of 
control inputs and outputs for later analysis. The PC interfaces with the DSP and also 
an I/O (input/output) board. The PC program is written in C++.
• I/O board -  Converts sampled analogue control inputs to digital data for access by the 
DSP program (A-D conversion), and converts control outputs generated by the control 
program to analogue signals (D-A conversion), for driving the bearing power 
electronics. The sampling frequency is set in software but can be set at rates up to 10 
kHz.
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Signal conditioning circuit -  The signals coming from the displacement sensors must 
be conditioned to give a voltage suitable for the A-D channels. Likewise the output 
from the D-A channels most also be conditioned to give a voltage suitable for the 
amplifier inputs. A circuit is also necessary to generate a digital signal from the rotor 
shaft encoder. This is input on one of the I/O board digital channels and used to 
calculate rotor speeds.
DSP unit -  This is a designated processor on which is run the real-time elements of 
the control algorithm. The DSP interacts with the PC through dual port memory 
(DPRAM), but can also access and send data, directly to and from the I/O channels. 
Software running on the DSP is written mainly in C with some assembly language 
components.














Figure 2.9 Schematic of control system architecture
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2.7 Closed Loop Properties
Stabilisation of the rotor in the magnetic bearings requires closed loop control of the 
bearing magnets. In open loop, the bearings have a negative stiffness characteristic that 
will result in the rotor being pulled to the bearing extremities. The simplest way to 
achieve stability is through local feedback at the bearings using a PD or PID control law. 
The rotor position and velocity are measured at each bearing and fed back, with 
appropriate gains, to give the bearing positive stiffness and damping characteristics. The 
exact form of these types of control algorithms and their implementation will be 
described further in chapter 3 and 4; suffice to say that in state space form the controller 
can be written as
x c =Acx c + B ey,
uc = C cx c + D cy,
and the closed loop system is given by (see also equations (2.21), (2.25))
(2.26)
X "A + B„D,Cr BuCc X
+
iCQi
f + ■  B, •
CA  A e _ X C _ 0




+ [o Jy ,
The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the system matrix in (2.27) give the closed loop 
mode shapes, their natural frequencies and damping levels. These will be modified from 
the open loop (free rotor) case, shown in figure 2.5, by the control action of the bearings. 
For a typical PD control feedback law giving modal damping factors of the first four 
modes close to 0.05 (with proportional gain 2.7 MN/m and derivative gain 0.0025 
MNs/m) the predicted closed loop rotor mode shapes are shown in figure 2.10. The two 
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Figure 2.10 Predicted mode shapes of first four closed loop rotor modes at given
rotor speeds
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modes are the conical mode, having a frequency of 63 rad/s, and the cylindrical mode 
with a natural frequency of 108 rad/s. The next mode (at 188 rad/s) correlates with rotor’s 
first flexural mode (figure 2.5) while the mode at 455 rad/s correlates to the second 
flexural mode.
The natural frequency of the closed loop modes will be influenced by the bearing 
stiffness resulting from the control feedback. Figure 2.11 shows the predicted variation of 
the closed loop natural frequencies with controller proportional gain. It can be seen that 
increasing controller stiffness (i.e. proportional gain), increases the natural frequencies of 
all the rotor modes. It is also evident that the natural frequency of the conical mode drops 
to zero as controller gain is decreased to 2.2xl06 N/m. Lowering the gain any further will 
cause this mode to lose stability. The gain at which stability is lost is slightly higher than 
the bearing negative frequency due to the slight non-collocation of position sensor and 
bearing. Close to this gain the bearing properties are very soft and the rotor modes are 
almost identical to those of the free rotor. The choice of control algorithm implemented 
on the system will directly influence the performance of the system, in terms of 
disturbance response, and steady state vibration levels. The design of optimal controllers, 
with the objective of achieving robustness and fault tolerance, is considered in the 
following chapter.
2.8 Model Validation
The accuracy of the theoretical model can be validated by comparison with the 
experimentally acquired synchronous response of the rotor under closed loop PID control. 
Figure 2.12 shows the synchronous response of the rotor using identical PD control to 
that used in the theoretical analysis (proportional gain 2.7 MN/m and derivative gain 
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Figure 2.11 Predicted closed loop natural frequencies against controller 
proportional gain for closed loop model at zero rotational speed
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frequencies (critical speeds), which correspond closely to the predicted natural 
frequencies under closed loop control (63, 108 and 188 rad/s). Also shown in the figure 
are the rotor orbits at three speeds, close to the critical speeds. These also give good 
correlation with the predicted mode shapes given in figure 2.10. Although this is by no 
means a thorough validation of the theoretical model, it provides confidence that the 
model will form a suitable basis for subsequent controller design.
2.9 Closure
This chapter gives a description of an experimental flexible rotor/magnetic bearing 
system, designed and built for the development and testing of control strategies and the 
investigation of closed loop dynamic behaviour. A linear dynamic model of the system 
has been developed from a finite element model of the rotor. Bearing characteristics are 
described and incorporated into the linear system modelling by adopting a linearising bias 
current configuration. The modelling is novel with the inclusion of base motion in the 
formulation. It should be emphasised that these modelling techniques, although applied to 
this particular system, have a general applicability to rotor/magnetic bearing systems and 
as such could be applied to a variety of real applications. Some simple dynamic properties 
of the open and closed loop system, such as mode shapes and natural frequencies, are 
derived from the theoretical model and discussed.
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CHAPTER 3
EXTERNAL FAULT TOLERANCE USING ROBUST 
CONTROL METHODS
3.1 Classification of Abnormal System Disturbances
In this chapter it will be shown how consideration of abnormal, or fault related, system 
disturbances in the controller design can improve robustness to certain aberrations from 
the normal system operating conditions. These faults are considered ‘external’ in that 
either the fault manifests itself as, or the effect of the fault can be simulated by, some 
external disturbance source acting on the system. This disturbance will always have a 
transient component and possibly a steady state component. Typical faults that can be 
classified in this way include the following, summarised in table 3.1.
3.1.1 Rotor Impactin g
A direct impact of the rotor with a foreign body could feasibly occur in a number of 
applications. For example, a pump or turbine fluid/air intake could be contaminated with 
solid matter. This type of fault would result in an impulse forcing acting directly on the 
rotor, having components in both a radial and axial direction. The spectral content and 
magnitude of the impulse would depend on the matter properties including velocity, mass 
and hardness.
3.1.2 Rotor Mass Loss
This type of fault is well documented for high-speed turbines where loss of compressor or 
turbine blades, though uncommon, occurs. Typically, sudden loss of the blade occurs as a 
result of fracture at the blade root. This can be modelled by a step change in amplitude of 
the synchronous forcing acting on the rotor.
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3.1.3 Base Motion
Motion of the system base, on which the bearings are mounted, has already been 
considered in the system modelling (section 2.4). This type of disturbance can occur in 
various applications and their environments. For example, seismic events can cause 
ground motion to be transmitted through a building structure to the system base. In 
transport applications, both land and marine, motion of the vehicle will occur and be 
transmitted to internally mounted machines. Also external vibration sources (e.g. other 
machines) may result in forces being transmitted through the base. Shock induced motion 
of the system base can be caused by accidental impacts or explosions. In the modelling 
the base has been considered as rigid. However, it is foreseeable that flexural excitation of 
a non-rigid base is a possibility. This is a considerably more complex problem and 
outside the scope of this study.
3.1.4 Rotor Deformation
A deformation of the rotor while in operation could occur for a number of reasons, for 
example, a plastic deformation of the rotor or ancillary component due to excessive 
loading/wear. Another possibility is thermal deformation, for example, due to rotor 
heating from rub. The resulting change in rotor unbalance can be modelled by a 
modification (usually increase) of the amplitude of synchronous forcing acting directly on 
the rotor. However, the speed of change will be slow and have a time constant associated 
with thermal heating, depending on the exact nature of the fault.
3.1.5 Sudden Changes in Loading
A change in the steady state loading on the rotor could can be cause by some fault 
conditions. For example, in compressor or pump applications, a sudden change in fluid 
pressures due to some external fault or error will result in a step change in the axial rotor
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loading. Rotor mass loss events will also cause a step change in radial loading due to a 
change of total rotor mass and hence rotor weight.
3.1.6 Rotor Rub
Contacting of the rotor with stationary components causes vibration both of the rotor and 
the surrounding ancillaries. This may occur for a variety of reasons e.g. rotor 
deformation, unbalance changes or component damage. It will generally be characterised 
by directly forced rotor vibration, mainly at the synchronous frequency, although sub­
harmonics and higher frequencies will be present also.
Table 3.1 Characterisation of external faults
Fault Disturbance Location Description Components
Rotor impact Direct rotor forcing Impulse Transient
Rotor mass loss Direct rotor forcing Step change in amplitude of synchronous forcing
Transient and 
steady state
Base motion Through base Probably low frequency transient Transient
Rotor deformation Direct rotor forcing Step/slow change in amplitude of synchronous forcing
Transient and 
steady state
Sudden changes in 
loading Direct rotor forcing Step change
Transient and 
steady state
Rotor rub Direct rotor forcing Mainly synchronous Steady state
3.2 Multivariable Control Design - Background
A rotor/magnetic bearing control system is a good example for the application of 
multivariable control theory, where a system to be controlled (usually linear) has more 
than one (m) inputs and more than one (n) outputs. Specifying the dynamic state of a
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multivariable system at any one time requires a set of variables (state variables), the 
number of which (p) depends on the complexity (order) of the system.
A linear multivariable system is generally described in one of two ways; either as 
a system of first order differential equations (state-space representation); or in the Laplace 
domain as a matrix of transfer functions. For example, for a system of order p with m 
inputs and n outputs the state space representation will be
x = Ax + Bu
(3.1)
y = Cx + D u
where A, B, C and D are real matrices of dimensions pxp, pxm, nxp and nxm 
respectively. The transfer function matrix for this system will be
G(s) = C (Ij -  A ) '1 B + D (3.2)
which has the form
<1,W  tn (s) ■■■ tlm(s)
t2I(s) t22(s)
»,iW f ■»,(*)_
where d is a real polynomial in s of order p  and is a real polynomial in s of order less
than or equal to p. d(s) is known as the characteristic polynomial of G(s). The complex 
roots of d(s)=0 are known as poles. The values of these poles determine the dynamics of 
the system because they specify the natural frequency and damping of each mode. The 
complex roots of tij(s)=0 are known as transmission zeros.
3.2.1 Closed Loop Design Specifications
Design specifications on a closed loop system can either be formulated in the time 
domain e.g. in terms of response time and settling time, or in the frequency domain e.g. 
frequency response magnitudes or characteristic gains. H theory is concerned with the 




performance criteria. Not only closed loop performance of linear time invariant systems, 
but also robustness to system uncertainty and modelling errors, can be assessed and 
manipulated in the frequency domain. Herein lies the principal advantage of H «* theory in 
feedback design.
3.2.2 The Infinity Norm
As a measure of system gain, the magnitude of a transfer function matrix G, or indeed 
any matrix, can be quantified by an induced matrix norm:
ii 1 G xG = suP i _ l  (3.4)
x*0
where ||x|| denotes a vector norm of x. Using the Euclidean vector norm ||x|| = VxHx , the
induced matrix norm is known as the spectral norm |G | = (T. This is referred to as the
maximum principal gain if G is a frequency dependent transfer function matrix. The 
spectral norm is equal to the maximum singular value of the matrix G as a function of jay.






Figure 3.1 Multivariable feedback control system
The maximum principal gain of a transfer function is equal to the largest output signal (as 
measured by ||y||) which can be achieved with an input signal with ||u|| = 1. The 
supremum of <J over the entire frequency domain is known as the infinity norm of G:
|G |L =T ^(G (7© )) (3.6)
The infinity norm is often referred to as an operator norm as the system represented by a 
transfer function matrix is an operator which maps functions (input signals) into other 
functions (output signals), and these norms measure the amplification of this mapping. 
The principal gain and infinity norm is an important tool for the assessment of system 
performance in the frequency domain.
3.2.3 The Mixed Sensitivity Problem
The mixed sensitivity problem (Chiang et al., 1996) is a simple and important problem in 
robust control and demonstrates the main principles of Hoo controller design. Consider the 
multivariable feedback control system shown in figure 3.1. The transfer functions for this 
system from the input r to each of the three outputs e, u and y respectively are
S(s) = (I + G(j )F(j ))-1 (3.7)
R(^) = F(5)(I + G(5)F(5))-1 (3.8)
T(j ) = G(j )F(s)(I + G (s)F(j))_1 = I -  S(j ) (3.9)
The two matrices S(s) and T (s) are known as the sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity, respectively. The transfer function from r to e is the same as from d to e, and 
the singular values of S determine the disturbance attenuation. A performance 
specification on S may take the form
a (S (7 <0 ))< |w ,-'(7 ffl)| (3.10)
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where W} 1 (jco)\ is the required disturbance attenuation factor or gain bound. The
singular values of R(s) and T(s) are used to measure the stability margins of the closed 
loop system to additive and multiplicative pertubations respectively. If the perturbed plant 
(i.e. a plant transfer function which is different from G(s) by a size represented by Aa or 
Am) is defined as G'(s) then G'(s) = G(s)+ Aa ( s )  or G(s)(I+ A m ( s ) ) .  A sufficient condition 
for stability of the closed loop system with perturbed plant G’(s) is that (Maciejowski, 
1989).
ff(RO'ffl))< 1 (3.11)
cr(A A ja ) )
or g(T( j<B))<_ /A 1 ■ ■ (3.12)
a ( A M(jco))
It is therefore possible to specify stability margins of the closed loop systems as gain 
bounds on R and T:
rf(R(jffl))< |w ;'(;£U )| (3.13)
<j(T(jw))<\W-'(jco)\ (3.14)
If these conditions are satisfied then the perturbed plant will stay stable, as long as the 
size of the perturbation does not exceed the largest anticipated size, represented by W 2  or
W3. It is common practice to lump all plant uncertainty together as a multiplicative
pertubation Am- The complete closed loop design requirements for the controlled system 
can be specified as a combined performance and robustness specification:
ff(S(y©))<|wr'(i©)| (3.15)







Figure 3.2 Augmented plant for mixed sensitivity problem
3.2.4 Plant Augmentation
Disturbance attenuation and stability margin specifications can be combined into a single 





The open loop transfer function P can be realised as an augmented system as shown in 
figure 3.2. It can be seen from (3.9) that S and T cannot both be made small 
simultaneously; sensitivity can only be reduced at the expense of robustness and vice-
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versa. In order for there to be a controller which allows T to satisfy (3.17) then weights 
must satisfy the following inequality:
<Kwr' (/© ))+a iy V '1 O'®)) >1 (3.18)
for all frequencies co. The augmented plant P has the standard twin port formulation, for 
problems of this type. The two inputs are disturbance input, Uj, control input, u 2, and the 
two outputs are error output, jq (which is to be minimised) and measured outputs, y2 
(which are fed into the controller). The required form is
P(*) = p„ P,2
_P 21 P22_
W, | -  W,G
o i w 3g
r r - G -
(3.19)
This completes the necessary formulation for solving any H 0o small gain problem, ie. 
given an augmented plant with transfer function matrix P(s), find a controller F (s) so that 
the closed loop transfer function, Ty,Ul is internally stable and its infinity norm is less than 
or equal to unity:
yiui <1 (3.20)
The closed loop transfer function has the linear fractional form:
TJlUl =P„ + P I2 F ( I - P 2 2F )-'P 21
3.2.5 Multi-block Problem
Many problems of optimal control can be solved using the mixed sensitivity formulation, 
particularly the tracking type problems applicable to many control systems. However, the 
framework of optimisation makes possible the optimisation for single or combined 
disturbance inputs (the multi-block problem). The most general form of this framework 
will have inputs that can be divided into two vector signals:
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• The actuator signal 112 consists of inputs to the model that are generated by the 
controller.
• The input vector Uj consists of all other signals to the model. These can be divided
into two sub vectors: wCOmm are the command inputs to the controller and wsys are
inputs to the plant.
The output of the model consists of two vector signals:
• The sensor signal vector y2 , consists of output signals that are accessible to the 
controller.
• The regulated output signals yi, consists of every other output signal from the model
and can be divided into two sub-vectors: Zdiag are diagnostic outputs from the
controller and zsys are regulated outputs from the plant.
P (5 )
F (5 )







Figure 3.4 Generalised dual-port framework for controller design
The plant can be constructed to have the dual-port input and output, shown in figure 3.3 
by passing the wCOmm and Zdiag signals directly through the plant as shown in figure 3.4. 
With this plant description Uj and yi can contain every signal for which a closed loop 
design constraint or specification is required.
3.3 Rigid Rotor
To introduce the method developed in this work and show how it can be used to achieve 
performance and robustness to external faults, this section describes how the Hx 
formulation can be applied to the controller design for a magnetic bearing/rigid rotor 
system. The design example considers the problem of achieving closed loop performance 
of a rigid rotor system under steady running speed when transient motion of the system 
base occurs. The control of rigid rotor/magnetic bearing systems has been widely 
considered in the open literature, ranging from local PID feedback (Schweitzer et al.,
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1994) to multivariable control (Herzog and Bleuler, 1992). The approach here, however, 
extends this work in that it considers control peformance as an Hx problem for a rotor 
including consideration of motion of the system base. After addressing this problem, 
section 3.4 then goes on to consider the more complex flexible rotor problem.
3.3.1 Rigid Rotor Svstem Model
The rotor is modelled as a rigid cylinder spinning about the principal longitudinal axis 
with an angular speed Q. Two radial magnetic bearings are mounted on a rigid base 
which supports the rotor and can move in an inertial frame. Four position sensors, also 
mounted on the base, measure the relative rotor-base position. In order to describe the 
state of the system the following centre of mass system motion is defined:
rotor absolute displacements q = (x, y 9a 9 p ) T
base absolute displacements q^ , = (xh9y h9a h9p h )T
relative position of rotor to base r  = q -  q^
(3.21)





Figure 3.6 Rotor-magnetic bearing system
The equation of motion (section 2.1) is
Mq +A Jq + Kq = E4,d + EBu + K z( q - q J  (3.22)
where M is the system mass matrix, I2J contains gyroscopic cross-coupling terms, Ed is 
the distribution matrix for direct rotor forcing, d, and EM is the distribution matrix for the 
control forces, u. Unbalance forcing can be represented as two unbalance masses in the 
bearing planes, in which case Ed =E„. Kz contains terms for the negative stiffness of the 
magnetic bearings (without any control current, the bias currents through the bearings 
results in a negative stiffness effect). A derivation of these matrices in terms of the
physical properties of the rotor can be found in Schweitzer et al. (1994). This equation
can be simplified by assuming the system already has local feedback at the bearings:
u = u c - K , ( q - q t ) (3.23)
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Therefore Mq + .QJq = E^d + Euuc (3.24)
Before a controller designed for the modified system can be applied to the real system, 
proportional local feedback must first be added to the controller at each bearing, sufficient 
for zero stiffness. In state space form the system then becomes
d q " 0 I q "o' d + " 0 "—
-C 2 M 'j
+
dt _q_ 0 _q_ A . E
IT (3.25)
The sensor output will be
* = [ T ,  0 ] (3.26)
where T5 is a coordinate transformation matrix, from centre of mass co-ordinates to 
displacement positions at sensor locations. It is generally desirable to keep the rotor 
centered in the bearings, and so the rotor should follow the motion of the base. Therefore, 
the base input signal acts as a position demand for the rotor. The base displacement at the 
bearing locations is
y&=T5 q*, (3.27)
The state-space form of these system equations will form the basis for the plant 
augmentation:
x = Ax + B..u„ +B  .d
(3.28)
y ,  = C ).x + Di y (,
where A and B correspond to the appropriate matrices in (3.25), c , = f r .  o] and 
D h = - I .  The singular values of the open loop transfer function for the plant (from u to 
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Figure 3.7 Open loop plant singular values for rigid rotor model
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3.3.2 Design Objectives 
The design objectives are to:
(1) Minimise the effect of base motion on bearing clearance, over a low frequency 
range of input disturbances ( < 1 0 0  rad/s) ie. ensure that the rotor follows motion of 
the base, thereby minimising the possibility of retainer bearing contact.
(2) Minimise the effect of rotor unbalance on rotor vibration over a higher frequency 
range, with particular weighting on the designed running speed Q  = 1 0 0 0  rad/s.
(3) Ensure that the forces applied by the bearings remain below the saturation limits 
(1000 N) over all design conditions. This will minimise non-linear effects due to 
bearing flux saturation or control current saturation.
(4) Ensure a reasonable level of robustness to variations in system parameters and 
modelling errors with particular attention to limiting control force at high 
frequencies > 2 0 0 0  rad/s to avoid spillover destabilisation of unmodelled flexural 
modes.
To gain an insight into the levels of performance that are achievable, it is useful to 
first examine closed loop performance with a local feedback PD controller. The system 
used for the modelling is based on an experimental system (a high speed compressor unit 
manufactured by Cerac) and typified by such applications as turbomolecular pumps or 
high speed compressors.
The four design objectives are related to four different system transfer functions as 
given in table 3.2. In order to meet the design requirements, restrictions must be placed on 
the size of these transfer functions (as measured by the infinity norm). However, the 
designer only has freedom to manipulate the open loop transfer function matrix GF (and 
in turn the closed loop sensitivity S = (I + GF)'1) by choosing any stable controller F(^).
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Care must therefore be taken to ensure conflicting requirements are not placed on the 
various transfer function norms which cannot be satisfied by a single controller transfer 
function.
3.3.3 PD Controller Performance
In order to choose a PD controller giving acceptable performance (with reference to the 
design objectives) the following specifications were made:
• Control force should not exceed saturation limits of 1000 N. Given an auxiliary 
bearing clearance of 1 mm, this means that maximum frequency dependent controller 
gain should be 1 x 1 0 6 N/m.
• The stiffness and damping should be such that the closed loop rigid body modal 
frequencies are reasonably well damped, with natural frequencies significantly lower 
than the designed running speed of 1 0 0 0  rad/s.
• The digital realisation of the controller requires the derivative feedback to be filtered 
with a break frequency 0)b. This frequency should be higher than the running speed, 
but must be less than half the sampling frequency of the controller (Ts = 0.1 ms) to 
avoid aliasing. An appropriate value for C0b will also help to attenuate sensor noise for 
frequencies greater than C0b.
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A localised PD feedback law for each bearing magnet axis (label i) is
u i = k P y , l + c l ! y !, (3.29)
which is approximated (in the Laplace domain) as
(3.30)
S +  CO.
Using a filtered derivative action with break frequency C0b. The digital implementation of 
this control law is given by (in the z domain, transformed using backward difference 
method):
k n{\ + Ttoh) + c.(Oh - ( k n +c,CQh)z~l /x
u ,{z )= — ------— ----   - P, r„.(z (3.31)
( 1  + T,wb) - z - '
The parameters used for the PD controller were:
C0b = 2000 rad/s, q  = 450 Ns/m, kp = 90000 N/m
Chosen to satisfy the above objectives. It would be common practice to use a PD
controller with lower stiffness and higher damping than this (giving rigid body modes of
lower frequency, but higher damping). However, such a controller would have poor low
frequency response to base input and would require greater gains at high frequencies,
which could result in the control forces being driven into saturation at large rotor
displacements. This type of behaviour would conflict with our design objectives, hence
the choice of controller parameters.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the frequency response of the PD controller and the 



































































Figure 3.9 Closed loop singular values for PD controlled rigid rotor model






Figure 3.10 Augmented plant
3.3.4 Plant Augmentation
In order to employ the Hoo problem solver (Chiang et al., 1996) the augmented plant must 
first be realised in state-space form (figure 3.10):
X X B, b 2 X
y. - c , D„ (3.32)
y 2_ c 2 d 21 d 22 u 2 _
where x is the state vector for system matrix Aa containing the combined plant and 
weighting dynamics. The closed loop transfer function matrix for the augmented plant 
will be
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Finding a controller for which T <1 is a sufficient condition for the following
* 1 1  oo
performance criteria to hold:
CT(T„t 0®))<|w,-'0-c<>)| (3.34)
a  (Ty-d (jo>))< | W,-' (/©) | |W ;' (ja>) | (3.35)
(3.36)
(jco))< |w 2-  (/©)| |w ;' 0© )| (3.37)
It can be seen that by having a weighting function on both the error output and one of the 
disturbance inputs, d, it should be possible to shape the singular values of both 
T (ycy)and T d(/fi)) separately. Failure to find a solution should indicate that all these
conditions cannot simultaneously be satisfied and hence one or more of the weightings 
may have to be relaxed.
3.3.5 Choosing Weighting Functions
Weightings were chosen in order to achieve improved performance over the PD 
controller:
w , =*,(*)! where
" ‘ " I
£II£ where w, =
W 2 =w 2W l where w2 =




(i + 2 0 0 0 ) 2
The weighting wg is chosen to shape the singular values of Ty d. The chosen poles and
zeros give a combined (with w>i) weighting that is proportional to s over a frequency 
range 1 to 1 0 0 0  rad/s with a slight increase in weighting at the running speed £ 2  = 1 0 0 0
rad/s controlled by the damping of the poles (£) at this frequency. The s2 weighting is 
consistent with an unbalance forcing which increases with the square of the rotational 
frequency. Note that wg is an improper transfer function, in that the numerator contains a 
higher order polynomial in s is than the denominator, which cannot be realised directly. 
However, T yd is strictly proper and so two zeros at 1500 rad/s can be added to Ty dby 
modifying B^ and D</:
B ' = B ff = A 2B, +1500x2AB^ + 1 5 0 0 %  (3.41)
B ' = B , = C yA 2B</ +1500 x 2 C yABrf + 1 5 0 0 ^  (3.42)
Hence the effective weighting is given by wg.
The weighting u>i is chosen in order to try and impose a Ms2  decrease in 
Ty (s) as s = jco—>0. If there were no gyroscopic effects, causing a 1/s decay of the
conical modes then T would have this form already. Therefore a centralised controller, 
which decouples the x and y axis, should be able to achieve this performance. The scalars 
P and y allow the performance weightings onTy yft and Ty dto be relaxed or tightened. In
practice, a number of iterations must be performed with varying P and 7  until a solution 
with appropriate performance has been found. Values of p  and 7  which are too high may 
result in failure to find a solution.
The weighting W 2 is chosen in order to try cancel out the effect of and limit
the keep the peak gain of the controller. The overall gain bounds imposed by these
weightings can be seen in figure 3.13.
3.3.6 Solver Algorithm
There are certain criteria that must be satisfied if the control synthesis algorithm (Doyle et 
al., 1988) is to find a solution to the problem:
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The plant must contain no imaginary axis zeros or poles. Alternatively, the systems 
realised by (Aa, Bi, C 2 , D2 1) and (A a, B2 , Ci, D 1 2) should not loose rank for any value of s 
= j o ,  i.e. the singular values for these systems should always be non-zero and finite. This 
condition requires that the poles of A (six of which are on the j o  axis) must be shifted 
slightly: s —> s + £ . This is achieved by modifying A:
A ' = A + 1£ (3.44)
This will not effect the actual closed loop transfer function significantly for frequencies 
greater than £ rad/s. The numerical robustness of the solver algorithm is discussed further 
in 5.3.
3.3.7 Results - Closed Loop Performance 
A controller was successfully found for the following scalings:
/3 = 0.005, y -  6.289x1O'4, <5= 0.5
The controller Bode plot (from one input only) is shown on figure 3.11. It can be seen 
from this plot that the maximum controller gain is below 106  N/m as required by the 
original design objective of avoiding control force saturation (section 3.3.3). It is also 
interesting to note that the controller gain is significantly less than for the PD controller 
for frequencies higher than 10 rad/s. The closed loop singular values of the (un-weighted) 
augmented plant together with the associated gain bounds are shown in figure 3.12.
The actual closed loop singular values of T ,T  d,T  andTy y/ are shown in
figure 3.13. These can be compared with those for the PD controller (figure 3.9), showing 
that reductions in the closed loop gains have been achieved in accordance with the design 
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Figure 3.11 Bode plot for state space controller showing gains and phases of 
frequency response from sensor 1  to each control force
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Figure 3.12 Augmented plant transfer functions and singular value bounds
imposed by weightings for
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Figure 3.13 Actual closed loop singular values of
(b)Ty,d (c)T„yi (d )T ,
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3.3.7.1 Maximum Control Force
Consider a sensor signal for which the maximum displacement is equal to 1mm (bearing 
limits). Then
y max =j_jY(co)\dco = lm m  (3.45)
The maximum control force will therefore be (assuming controller is SISO for 
simplicity):
=\~}J{co)\dco
= J_ |F(®)7(cu)| dm (3.46)
therefore Utm £ |r (® ) |t f ta  (3.47)
where I^ L  = 7 lFH
« _  s ^ ( ® ) L  s x 1 mm = 1000 N/mm x 1 mm 
< 1000N
(3.48)
3.3.8 Analysis of Results
Examination of the transfer functions and comparison with the PD controller equivalents
leads to the following conclusions with respect to the original four design objectives:
(1) The response to base input (see figure 3.13(a)) is a considerable improvement over
the PD controller for frequencies below 50 rad/s. The peak response (at
approximately 1 0 0  rad/s) is slightly higher, however.
(2) The maximum response to unbalance disturbance (see figure 3.13(b)) is
approximately the same as the PD controller for frequencies greater than 300 rad/s, 
but is about 10 dB greater at lower frequencies (where the norm bound was more
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relaxed). The values of the highest principal gains at the running speed (1000 rad/s) 
are -20.1 and -13.8 dB (or 0.10 and 0.21 jim/N) for the Hx and PD controller 
respectively. Examination of figure 3.12(c) shows that the gain bound on the 
control force (due to unbalance disturbance) allows the control action to increase at 
the running speed (1000 rad/s). However, the controller gain cannot be limited as 
directly using this formulation which makes limiting maximum control forces 
difficult.
(3) The control force (see figure 3.12(c) and 3.11) reaches its maximum value of about 
20 dB at around 1000 rad/s and then falls rapidly. The controller gain is also higher 
than the PD controller at lower frequencies (<10 rad/s).
(4) The plot of complementary sensitivity (see figure 3.12(d)) shows that robustness to 
modelling errors is considerably better than for the PD controller for frequencies 
greater than -200 rad/s. A final question which should be addressed, with regard to 
robustness, is whether stability will be maintained at lower running speeds. Failure 
to do so will mean that this control algorithm cannot be used throughout spin up and 
run down operation. In most applications this problem can be circumvented e.g. 
using controller scheduling, but the range of safe running speeds would still need to 
be known (section 3.3.8.1).
3.3.8.1 Robustness to Changes in Angular Momentum
If the gyroscopic components of the plant model are represented as multiplicative 
perturbations then the maximum change in the plant model due to changing angular 
momentum (i.e. running speed) will be:
11 (^5)^ ,0001 |G($)£2=1000 I
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where 8 is the running speed. Stability will be maintained down to a frequency of rotation 
8, providing the following condition holds while G0,X2) varies (assuming negative 
feedback).
<7(l + Gfl=eF ) > 0  (3.50)
This is a consequence of Nyquist type stability criteria (Maciejowski, 1989). However,
g;(l + G f2=0 F) = a ( l  + G i2=]OooF + dGF) (3.51)
< o (l  + G a, ]000F )-a (d G F )  (3.52)
where dG = G ^ _ 0 — Gj2 _]0oo (3.53)
Therefore, a sufficient (but unnecessarily strict) condition for (3.49) to hold is
a ( l  + G r2 =io00F)-c7(JG F)>  0 (3.54)
£(! + G ^oooF)> c(dG ¥)  (3.55)
or equivalently cr (s ) > <j(dGF ) (3.56)
From figure 3.14 (a plot of ^ ( i + G ^F) for various running speeds, 8 ), it can be seen 
that the minimum singular value of (i + G^F) = S' 1 approaches zero as 8 approaches 780
rad/s. It can be confirmed that stability will be lost at around 770 rad/s running speed by 
checking the eigenvalues of the closed loop system.
3.3.9 Optimality of Results
In trying to formulate the problem for the solver algorithm consideration has to be made 
for how the algorithm works. Apart from the conditions mentioned in section 3.3.6 it is 
found that certain formulations of the problem, particularly when weightings are 
placed on the disturbance inputs, lead to numerical problems when deriving the 
controller. Occasionally, the algorithm fails to find a controller, when a solution 
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Figure 3.14 Minimum singular value o;(l + G 0 F) for various running speeds
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which should satisfy the norm bound (3.20), but on checking the infinity norm of the 
closed loop system it is found to be greater than unity. These numerical errors are 
generally caused by ill-conditioning of the augmented plant, either due to the A matrix 
being nearly singular, or else poor observability and/or controllability of the augmented 
plant modes. Further work may solve these problems by scaling the various sub-systems 
of the augmented plant (balancing) to improve numerical conditioning for the algorithm 
(Glover et al,  1988).
The problems with numerical errors put into doubt the optimality of the controller 
solution because, although the closed loop may satisfy the norm bound (3.20), it is 
possible that a more numerically robust algorithm could reduce it further.
3.4 Flexible Rotor
The problem formulation for a flexible rotor is similar, in approach, to that of the 
rigid rotor. The system and modelling used for the controller design is described in 
chapter 2 .
When creating finite element models of flexible structures it is general practice to 
create a model with a large number of elements and then to use model reduction 
techniques (Chiang et al., 1996) to reduce the model order to one that can be handled 
more easily by the solver. The number of states of the controller will equal that of the 
augmented plant. It may therefore be necessary to further reduce the order of the 
augmented plant if the number of states exceeds that which can be handled by the control 
hardware.
The other main difference is that rotor unbalance should ideally be modelled by an 
unbalance mass at each element. However, this would require a large number of system 
disturbance inputs, so an alternative would be to use four unbalance planes. This would
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allow for all possible excitations of the first and second flexural modes. Higher frequency 
modes are often outside the running speed range and so do not influence synchronous 
response greatly.
3.4.1 Problem Formulation
The rotor system is modelled as described in section 2.1, giving a system equation having 
the state space form:
x = Ax + B„u + B^d + Bi y fc 
y.=C>-* + D»yt
The rotor base is assumed to be rigid and so the base displacements (relative to an inertial 
frame) at the nodal co-ordinates q* will be a linear transformation of the base 
displacement at the bearings, yb-
q*=T»y* (3.58)
3.4.2 Flexible Rotor Plant Augmentation
For the case of the rigid rotor the plant was considered to be the system with local 
feedback at the bearings such that the net bearing stiffness was zero. For the case of the 
flexible rotor, the plant to be controlled is first stabilised with local PID feedback at the 
bearings such that the rotor modes are stable and reasonably well damped. This 
arrangement will prove useful when the controller is implemented in practice as the PID 
controller and Ha0 controller can be executed in parallel for optimal control. However, the 
Hoc controller can be turned off without risking loss of system stability. It will also 
circumvent any problems that occur when applying H0o synthesis to a plant with 
imaginary axis poles or zeros. The PID control takes the standard form in the Laplace 
domain:
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Un = kfiJTm + k Y + Z 2 £ r m , n = 1...4
s  +  coh
(3.59)
The mode shapes and frequencies for the PID controlled rotor are shown in figure 2.9.
The plant has the state space structure shown in figure 3.15, with appropriate
weighting systems added. The plant states are, therefore, x = , where x and x„ are the
X '  A B„ s s ~
X
d
y.v rr K v ,
U c v ud ^  uluc
J b
rotor states and PID controller states respectively. The PID controlled plant will therefore 
be
(3.60)
where all the matrix elements can be derived in terms of the matrices in figure 3.15.
At this stage the number of plant states can be reduced. This using modal 
elimination, where the modes kept are the (closed loop) PID controller modes and the 
lower frequency rotor modes. The modes generated by the FE model will generally be 
subject to increasing modelling errors with increasing frequency. In order that high 
frequency modes do not become destabilised by the controller, a robustness bound should 
be imposed on the controller in the form of a limit on the control force at high 
frequencies. In any case, closed loop robustness to additive plant perturbations should be 
checked, by examining the singular values of the appropriate closed loop transfer 

















Figure 3.16 Augmented plant with weightings
The closed loop transfer function matrix for the augmented plant will be
T =>i«i
'w ,T „ .n  w,Trjdw ;  
w 2Tunn  w 2T ^w t
(3.61)
where y, = "yw' ,u, = V
_Uw d
Finding a controller for which T <1 is a sufficient condition for the following| 3 I I QQ
performance related inequalities to hold:
O'® )) S | Wr' 0®  ) | ft. (3-62)
a  (T, <a Q o ) )  SIW,-1 {jco) | |W;’ (jco) | (3.63)
(^Tw,0'®))^ |w2"'0'®)|rb P-64)
a  {T* (jco)) < |W2"' (jco) | |W;' (/®) | (3.65)
It can be seen that by having a weighting function on both the error output and one of the
disturbance inputs d, it should be possible to shape the singular values of both
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Ty yb(y70)andTy d(y'<o) separately. Failure to find a solution should indicate that all these
conditions cannot simultaneously be satisfied and hence one or more of the weightings 
may have to be relaxed.
3.4.3 Augmented Plant Model Reduction
One property of the ‘minimal entropy’ optimal controller (Chiang et al., 1996) is that the 
number of controller states equals the number of augmented plant states. In order to limit 
the number of controller states it is necessary to further reduce the order of the augmented 
plant. The model reduction is based on the combined observability and controllability of 
the plant states; those most weakly observable/controllable are removed. This method 
places a bound on the size of the additive error of the plant’s reduced order transfer 
function, which depends on the Hankel singular values of the removed states (Chiang et 
al,  1996). The reduced order model is
p  P i T n  1
(3.66)
The transfer function from the disturbance inputs to the error outputs will be of 
order unity (if the plant has been weighted correctly). Large errors in the transfer function 
from control output to input P 2 2  may produce a controller which destabilises the full order 
system. Therefore, a scalar gain, k, is added to the control input and output before model 
reduction so that the transfer function P 2 2  is greater than unity over the plant bandwidth. 
These gains are then removed after model reduction. This will ensure that the additive 
model error in P2 2  is smaller than that in P 12 and P21 by a factor k, and Pn by a factor k . 
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The singular values of the full order plant transfer function (P2 2) are shown in 
figure 3.17(a). The singular values of the reduced order plant (12 modes retained) are 
shown in figure 3.17(b).
3.4.4 Performance Limits
As with the rigid rotor problem, the objective will be to minimise the error response (i.e. 
the displacement, at the sensors, from the steady state position) to base motion, over a low 
frequency range, and to unbalance disturbance at the synchronous (with running speed) 
frequency, while ensuring that control force levels remain below saturation levels. An 
alternative set of objectives, not fully explored here, might be to minimise the response to 
base motion over a low frequency range, while minimising the synchronous vibration 
transmitted to the base at the running speed frequency.
The characteristics of the PID controller used were:
kp- 2 .1  x 106 N/m, ki= 0.1 x 106 N/ms, cj=  0.003 x 106  Ns/m, (Ob= 1500 rad/s
These values will give fairly ‘soft’ characteristics to the bearings, but will ensure that 
control forces should remain within the linear range. Higher bearing stiffness would 
require a higher value for q  (to achieve reasonable rigid body mode damping), resulting 
in higher noise transmission by the controller and greater control force levels. By adding 
an Hoo synthesised controller to the control loop it is hoped to achieve some of the 
favourable qualities of a high stiffness PID controller (i.e. improved response to base 
input and other sources of low frequency loading) without the associated problems of 
high frequency control force saturation and noise transmission.
An important difference between the flexible rotor case and the rigid rotor case, 
with regard to the response of the rotor to base motion is that, although a high level of 
































3.17 Full order and reduced order plant model singular values
Key:
  (Jn -----  CT33
----(J22  -------- O44
at the bearings, it could never stop the rotor flexing. This will have important 
consequences when deciding upon the plant output weighting.
3.4.5 Plant Weightings
The controller synthesis was undertaken for five different design objectives, which are 
reflected in the various weighting functions used:
(1) Optimised for unbalance disturbance rejection only, around the running speed.
(2) Optimised for low frequency base motion disturbance rejection only.
(3) Optimised for combined unbalance and base motion disturbance rejection.
(4) Optimised for vibration suppression during mass-loss forcing only.
(5) Optimised for combined mass loss forcing and base motion disturbance rejection.
System input/output design weightings are chosen according to the optimisation required: 
Controller 1
For the case of unbalance disturbance only, the base input yb is removed from the plant 
model (15). When steady, the forcing d will be synchronous with running speed and so 
the performance weighting, W , is chosen to minimise < t(t „ (jco)) over the operating
speed range:
W, M = ( - : 1 ^ 5  + 2 ^ ) 2 1, ? = 0.8, a m =300 (3.67)
s + 2c £2 s + £ 2 ^ tu m
Note that the vibration at each sensor is weighted equally. In practice, unbalance forcing 
will increase in magnitude with the square of the running speed and this is reflected in the 
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Figure 3.18 Plant augmented for base disturbance only
For simplicity, the control force weighting is chosen to be the second order transfer 
function:
W„ ( . ) = f e 809 l i
(5 + 2000)
(3.68)
The resulting norm bounds cr( W ( j c o ) ) and a ( WUc (ytw)) 1 are shown in Fig. 3.19 (a). 
Controller 2
For the case of base disturbance only, the unbalance input d is removed from the system. 
However, in order to satisfy the conditions on the rank of D21 imposed by the solver 
algorithm, an input must be added at the sensor output tap ys. This signal could be 
considered as sensor noise (see figure 3.18). However the scaling of this signal, yn, is kept 
small so that it does not actually affect the optimisation process. The weighting Wi is 
chosen in order to try and minimise the transfer function T (jco) over a low frequency
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avoided and not rotor flexure, the sensors closest to the bearings are weighted more than 
those at the outer disks over this frequency range (weighting all sensors equally would 
have the effect of penalising rotor flexure). The control force weighting is actual chosen 
so as to penalise the control force close to the running speed. In this way it can be ensured 
that the PID controlled unbalance response, at the running speed, will not deteriorate 
significantly when the state space controller is operating (as the control signal from the 
state space controller will be small in comparison to the PID control signal).
Controller 3
Optimisation for combined unbalance and base motion disturbance rejection.For the case 
including direct rotor forcing and base disturbance, the weighting W (jco) is chosen to
minimise o^Ty, (yen)) over a low frequency range:
( \ "1” lOOfl) T
W , » =  / ■ '  I (3.69)
(5 + 1)
W<i(5 ) is then chosen to give a similar overall weighting on Ty d {jco) to that for 
Controller 1:
w ^ = / ' S+l v l  (3-70)(s + 350)
Wyh(jco) and Wu (jco) are chosen as frequency independent scalings. In fact, all the
weightings are multiplied by scalars which are varied iteratively until the required ratio of
the unbalance and base disturbance weighting and the control force has been achieved, 
giving an acceptable level of performance and suitable controller characteristics. The 
performance norm bounds given by these weightings are shown in Fig. 3.19(b). 
Controller 4
For the case of mass-loss disturbance only the problem formulation is identical to that in
(1) However, the weighting on the direct forcing input is chosen to penalise the direct
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rotor forcing over a more narrow frequency band close to the running speed of 1 1 0  rad/s. 
This reflects the fact that the forcing spectrum during mass loss has the form shown in 
figure 4.5 and therefore the overall weighting should be approximately the inverse of this 
spectrum.
Controller 5
Optimisation for combined mass-loss disturbance and base motion disturbance is identical 
to 3 but with the modified weighting on the direct forcing input as described for 4.
3.5 Design Assessment
3.5.1 Closed Loop Transfer Functions
(1) Unbalance input only (Controller 1)
The closed loop singular values for the unbalance input only optimisation are shown in 
figure 3.20, together with the overall bound on the singular values.
(2) Base input only (Controller 2)
The closed loop singular values for the base input only optimisation are shown in figure 
3 .2 1 , together with the overall bound on the singular values (created by the choice of 
weighting functions).
(3) Base input and unbalance input (Controller 3)
The closed loop singular values for the combined base and unbalance input optimisation 
are shown in figure 3.22, together with the overall bound on the singular values.
The relative improvements in the frequency response for each of these controllers 
can be determined by comparison with those for the PD controller (figure 3.23).
3.5.2 Robustness
An important issue which has not yet been fully addressed is that of robustness to plant 








































Figure 3.20 Closed loop singular values for the unbalance only optimisation
(controller 1 )
(a) Tv v (b) Tv d (c) Tuv (d) Controller singular values
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Figure 3.21 Closed loop singular values for the base input only optimisation
(controller 2 )
(a)Ty n (b)Tv d (c)Tuv (d) Controller singular values
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Figure 3.22 Closed loop singular values for the combined base and unbalance input
optimisation (controller 3)



















Figure 3.23 Closed loop singular values for the PD controlled rotor 
(a) Ty y (b) Ty d (c) Singular values of PD controller
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stability of a high frequency rotor flexural mode can often be caused by spillover effects 
(Salm and Schweitzer, 1984). Spillover problems result when high frequency modes have 
not been included in the system model. The contribution to the plant transfer function 
from the removed modes may result in the controller having an unpredicted de-stabilising 
effect when applied to the real system. After modal elimination there will be a component 
of the dc gain (due to the eliminated states) which has been removed. It is sometimes 
prudent to modify the plant D matrix, so that the dc gain is unchanged by the model 
reduction. In this way the spillover problem is reduced. In any case a controller could still 
cause instability of eliminated modes if robustness is poor.
A controller may also cause an unpredicted de-stabilising effect on any mode which 
has not been modelled sufficiently accurately. Conventionally, control robustness is 
assessed using the inverse sensitivity transfer function (T(s)), which is a measure of the 
sensitivity to multiplicative plant perturbations (section 3.3). However, due to the nature 
of the plant (i.e. a flexible beam) it is very difficult to confirm robustness by this method. 
This is because the rotor modes are not highly damped and small errors in the modal 
frequency (i.e. a shift in modal frequency) can result in large plant errors (A m) when 
modelled in terms of a multiplicative perturbation. In fact the only way to ensure that 
modes will not be destabilised may be to ensure that the open loop gain is less than one 
near the rotor natural frequency, so that open loop phase shift becomes irrelevant. This 
can only be achieved by limiting the magnitude of the controller principle gains.
3.5.3 Simulation Results
Figures 3.24-27 (a) show unbalance response for a typical unbalance size ( m e = 5 x 10‘
4  kgm2). The frequency response for an unbalance force vector d will be 
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Figure 3.24 (a) Unbalance and (b) base input frequency response for controller 
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Figure 3.25 (a) Unbalance and (b) base input frequency response for controller 
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Figure 3.26 (a) Unbalance and (b) base input frequency response for controller 
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Figure 3.27 (a) Unbalance and (b) base input frequency response for PID
controller
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d(jco) = m e2co2, where m is a complex vector representing the mass distribution of the 
unbalance at the four disks. The worst case disturbance will, therefore, be 
|yv| = cf(Ty d(jco))^me2 co1. The upper and lower lines in figures 3.24-27(a) define the
envelope of vibration response amplitudes for an unbalance of this magnitude, calculated 
from the transfer function singular values. The exact response will depend on the 
distribution of unbalance along the rotor, but the worst possible case is given by the upper 
line.
Figures 3.24-27(b) give the singular values of the base input response. The upper 
and lower lines give the worst case and best case responses for a base motion for which 
1^1 = 1 x lO^m.
3.6 Closure
In this chapter fault conditions were introduced that can be modelled by external sources 
of system disturbance. The concept of frequency domain robust controller design using 
Hoo criteria was introduced. Hx control synthesis was applied to the rotor/magnetic 
bearing model to derive controllers that gave good performance and robustness to some 
of the fault conditions introduced. Those faults considered included base motion, 
unbalance excitation and mass loss excitation. Controllers were derived for a highly 
gyroscopic rigid rotor system and then for the flexible rotor system described in chapter 
2. The performance of the closed loop controllers was analysed and discussed through 
examination of the theoretical closed loop system transfer function.
It is apparent that for any controller design there will be a trade-off between a 
number of objectives for which simultaneous optimisation is desired. In general, full 
optimisation in one sense is not compatible with full optimisation in another. For
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example, a well attenuated base motion response at low frequencies requires stiff bearings 
at these frequencies and hence high controller gain; however, avoidance of base motion 
excitation of rotor flexural modes requires low force transmissibility (low gain) around 
those frequencies. However, a low controller gain around flexural mode natural 
frequencies will make control of unbalance excited flexural modes difficult. 
Alternatively, it may be desirable to have low force transmissibility to prevent vibration 
transmission from the rotor to the system base over a wide frequency band. However, this 
will have a detrimental effect on the ability to control rotor vibration arising from either 
synchronous forcing or base excitation. It is also clear that to achieve good overall 
performance and reliability a broad range of objectives should be considered in the 
controller design. For example the neglect of base motion disturbances in the design 
could result in a closed loop system that performs adequately under normal synchronous 
vibration, but has unacceptably large rotor excursions when motion of the system base 
occurs.
The experimental validation of these principles and the assessment of controller 
design on the experimental system is the subject of chapter 4.
To gain further improvements in performance during base motion excitation, the 
possibility exists for using measurements of base acceleration as additional controller 
inputs for the generation of the bearing control forces. This could be achieved with the 
use of accelerometers mounted to the base. An experimental study using accelerometer 
measurements for feed-forward control of a rigid rotor during seismic base excitation, has 
been undertaken by Matsushita et al. (1998) clearly showing the potential of this 
approach. However, it is likely that the ideal solution to the problem of base induced
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motion will require a combination of optimal feedback control from rotor displacement 
measurements and feed forward control from base acceleration measurements.
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CHAPTER 4
STATE SPACE CONTROL: IMPLEMENTATION AND 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 System Configuration
This section describes the basic configuration of the system, in terms of the sensor 
positioning and controller implementation used during the experimental study.
Table 4.1 Sensor configurations
Sensor
Configuration Description Figure Used
1 One pair of sensors at inner side of each bearing One pair of sensors at inner side of each end disk 4.1 (a)
For base input and 
unbalance controllers
2 One pair of sensors at inner side of each bearing One pair of sensors at outer side of each bearing 4.1 (b)
For base input and 
mass loss controllers
3 Two pairs of sensors at inner side of each bearing 4.1 (c) For re-configurable control
4.1.1 Sensor Positions
The principal components of the experimental system have already been described in 
chapter 2. However, a number of different sensor configurations were adopted during the 
course of the experimental programme, and are detailed in table 4.1.
The choice of position of the sensors used for control feedback will obviously 
have an influence on the controller performance. These effects will relate to the system 
observability, and problems may occur for modes that are weakly observable. For 
example, positioning of sensors close to or on, vibrational nodes will result in poor 
observability of the corresponding mode. The control of this mode will, as a result, 
require higher controller gains, with the associated problems of high noise contamination 
and poor performance. For all these configurations, the sensors are located away from the
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vibrational nodes of the first five modes, as predicted by the system model, to avoid 
problems associated with low observability of modes.
Sensor Planes
(a) sensor configuration 1
Sensor Planes
(b) sensor configuration 2
Sensor Planes
(c) sensor configuration 3 









Figure 4.2 Digital control system structure
4.1.2 Control Configuration
The control system structure for the implementation of the state space control algorithms 
is shown in figure 4.2. The two control algorithms operate in parallel, with the PID 
algorithm running at sample frequency f s. The state space algorithm runs at a sample 
frequency f s/ N ss where N„ is an integer, usually between 1-10. If, for example, Nss = 2 
then the state space algorithm is executed every alternate PID control iteration.
All the main control routines run on the DSP and exchange data with the PC 
through dual port RAM (DPRAM). The PID controller subroutine is called from an 
interrupt service routine, triggered by the DSP timer every 1 /fs seconds. The interrupt 
service routine for the state space controller is triggered by a software generated interrupt 
from within the PID controller subroutine, every Nss iterations. This means that the state 
space controller iteration, which requires longer computation time, can be executed at a 
slower sample frequency, providing the PID sample frequency is an integer multiple. A 
schematic of the software processes and subroutines is shown in figure 4.3. The 
background DSP software loop iterates repeatedly during free processor time, performing
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Figure 4.3 Schematic representation of real-time software processes
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auxiliary tasks such as calculating synchronous vibration components and loading 
controllers into memory.
4.2 Control Algorithm Digital Implementation
The design of all controllers is performed in the continuous time domain. However, for 
discrete time implementation in software on the DSP, a discrete time conversion must 
transform the control algorithm, parameterised in the continuous time domain, to a 
sample frequency dependent parameterisation in the discrete time domain. This is all 
performed in the PC based software routine, which allows the on-line re-calculation of the 
discrete time parameterisation if the sample frequency is changed.
4.2.1 PID Control Algorithm
Starting from the defined continuous time PID control algorithm
Conversion to discrete time state space form is undertaken by defining derivative and 
integral states (x<t and xj) according to:
(4.1)
k ps(s + o)h) + cd(ohs 2 +fc,.(s + a>J
(s + a)t )s
sX , =Y
(4.2)
(s + wh) X d = X ,
so that Y = s(s + coh ) X d . This gives
(4.3)
In state space form:
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V '0 0 ~ * / " + " f
i x d 0
u = [fc( Cd ® b  Cd® bI]
y*
+  (kp + c dCQh
(4.4)
Mapping of (4.2) to the discrete time domain (sample period Ts=\/fs) gives
zpCj = X j  + y
zx. = e~CObTx.  +
(4.5)
co,
Or, again, in state space form
1 0  
(l - e - “T-)/cob
Xj T
+
.x d_ 0 _
y *
(4.6)
Cd®b Cd®h +  ik p + C d (0h ) y xi
4.2.2 State Space Control Algorithm
State space controllers generated by the controller design have the continuous time state 
space formulation:
* c = A cXc + B cy,
u c = C cx c + D cy v
(4.7)
To increase the efficiency of the real time computation, the state space matrices are 
converted, by a state transformation, to a real modal realisation (Rutland and Keogh, 
1995b):
x c = A X + T - ' B ey,  




A '  = r ' A T  =
a ] co]
-  co] a : 0
0
0 n c n c
(Xnc




and the eigenvalues of A c are X.t = a i + jco{ (i = 1 ,2 ,...,n), 2nc of which are complex. Data
files containing this parameterisation of the controllers are generated from the Matlab 
environment and can then be loaded onto the PC based control system for 
implementation. Conversion to a discrete time realisation takes place on-line using the 
pole mapping procedure, similar to the PID controller.
In practice, the PID algorithm was executed with a sample frequency of 3000Hz. 
The computational speed of the DSP processor limits the order of the state space 
controller (i.e. the number of controller states) that can be implemented successfully in 
real time control. With full optimisation of the software code, the maximum controller 
order is dependent on the sample frequency, found in practice to be as indicated in table 
4.2.
Table 4.2 PID and state space sample frequencies
PID sample 
frequency (Hz) Na
State space sample 
frequency (Hz)
Approximate maximum order of 
state space controller
3000 1 3000 30
3000 2 1500 40
3000 3 1000 50
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SSI Unbalance vibration suppression (0-300 rad/s) only: H„ design 
specification
44 1




Unbalance vibration suppression (0-300 rad/s)+ Base motion 
control (0-100rad/s)://„ design specification 48
1
SS4
Unbalance vibration suppression (0-300 rad/s)+ Base motion 
control (0-100rad/s): H„ design specification
48 1




Low order controller for unbalance vibration suppression(0-300 
rad/s) + Base motion control (0-100 rad/s): H*, design specification
20 3
SS7 Unbalance vibration suppression (0-300 rad/s) + Base motion control (0-100 rad/s): H2 design specification 48 1
SS8 Mass loss induced vibration suppression (at 110 rad/s) only 32 2
SS9
Mass loss induced vibration suppression (at 110 rad/s)+ Base 
motion control (0-10 Hz): //«  design specification
44 2
Care must be taken when using low sample frequencies as signal aliasing can lead to 
degradation of performance, due to contamination from high frequency components. A 
low pass anti-aliasing (Butterworth) filter was used at the signal inputs. However, the cut 
off frequency was set at 7200 Hz, which is significantly higher than the Nyquist 
frequency (1500 Hz). Also, care must be taken when using high sample frequencies 
(compared to the controller poles) as numerical resolution problems can occur when 
controller poles get close to the unit circle on the z-plane.
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4.3 Controller Testing
A number of state space controller designs, with various performance objectives, were 
tested on the experimental rig. These controllers are summarised in table 4.3. For 
purposes of comparison, PID controllers were also extensively tested (table 4.4).
All controllers were tested according to their design objectives with the performance tests 
outlined below (4.3.1-3).










PID1 2.7 0.0025 0.1 1500
PID2 3.1 0.0025 0.1 1500
PID3 3.4 0.0025 0.1 1500
PID4 2.7 0.0024 0.1 1500
PID5 2.7 0.0027 0.1 1500
PID6 2.7 0.0030 0.1 1500
4.3.1 Rotor Balancing and Synchronous Response
The amplitude of synchronous vibration during run up and run down operation of the 
rotor is dependent on the balance condition of the rotor. In most rotor applications the 
rotor is balanced, in a number of balance planes, to give acceptable (maximal) levels of 
vibration over the running speed range of the rotor. Balancing was performed by 
measuring synchronous vibration levels at a number of running speeds and then, from 
measuring the response due to additional balance masses, added in a number of balance 
planes, balance corrections are computed that will minimise the vibration amplitudes in a 
least squares sense (Goodman, 1964). Although a perfectly balanced rotor is desirable, it
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is rarely achievable in practice as the number of excited modes exceeds the number of 
balance planes. It is also an undesirable condition when testing vibration controllers as 
assessing and comparing performance will be difficult if the level of vibration of rotor 
modes is too small. For this reason the rotor was first balanced using four planes, and four 
running speeds. Unbalance masses were then added to give a significant, but safe, level of 
excitation of all the rotor modes (at the critical speeds) that were within the running speed 
range used for testing. The synchronous response for a typical PID controller (figure 4.6) 
showed that, with the chosen unbalance state, there were similar levels of excitation for 
each of the three natural frequencies of the closed loop system during run-up and run­
down operation.
The results obtained for the synchronous vibration amplitudes show the average 
orbit amplitude for the rotor in the plane of the inner sensors and the plane of the outer 
sensors. The orbit amplitudes are obtained over a running speed range 0-50 Hz (0-310 
rad/s), at intervals of 0.8 Hz (5 rad/s). This running speed range included the first rotor 
flexural mode.
4.3.2 Base Impulse Response
Motion of the system base is produced by an impact mechanism, which imparts a 
horizontal impulse to the base at the non-driven-end bearing location. The resulting 
oscillatory motion comprises mainly the horizontal rigid body mode frequencies of the 
base; 25 rad/s (4 Hz) for the translatory mode and 44 rad/s (7 Hz) for the yawing mode. 
These modes are lightly damped and the oscillation of the base decays over a period of 
approximately three seconds. A time plot of base acceleration, as measured at the impact 
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Figure 4.5 Power spectrum of measured base acceleration at impact point
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clearly the two excited base mode frequencies. Changing the location of the impact alters 
the relative contribution to the base motion from lateral translation and yaw.
Different impact materials were used to tune the frequency content of the impulse 
using a variable thickness rubber component, capable of forcing with estimated 
frequencies up to 180 rad/s. The bandwidth of the base impulse is tuned to be 
approximately 1 0 0  rad/s, which is significantly lower than the rotor first bending mode. 
Although the system is not truly linear, the motion of the rotor while rotating will 
approximate to a linear superposition of the synchronous and non-rotating base motion 
response. The same magnitude of base impulse was used for all testing in this study.
4.3.3 Rotor Mass Loss Response
Rotor mass loss tests were performed using a detachable unbalance mass of 0.012 kg 
fixed to the circumference of the non-driven end rotor disk with a kevlar tie. An equal 
balance mass was attached to the opposite side of the disk to rebalance the rotor. The 
mass was released by cutting the tie with an automated blade mechanism.
Rotor excitation produced by a mass-loss event has both a transient component and 
a steady state component, due to the final unbalance condition being different from the 
initial condition. Typically the direct rotor forcing during mass loss will have a steady 
synchronous component due to the initial unbalance condition and an additional 
component, acting in the mass loss plane, having the form:
dx (t) = A h(t) sin.Qf, dy (t) = A h(t) cosQt (4.10)
where h(t) is the Heaviside singularity function (h(t) = 0 for t < 0, h(t) = 1 for t > 0), and 
A is the amplitude of the forcing, dependent on the magnitude of the change in unbalance.
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(For simplicity the exact phasing of the forcing is ignored.) The Laplace transforms of 
these forces are given by
It can be seen from the frequency spectrum of this forcing that although the majority of 
the forcing occurs at the synchronous frequency, there is diminishing excitation at the 
frequencies above and below. This can result in transient excitation of neighbouring rotor 
modes, even if the rotor is not run directly at a critical speed. Although mass loss events 
can theoretically occur at any operating speed, the worst case response will occur when 
running at a rotor critical speed. Not only is the steady state synchronous vibration 
highest at the critical speed but also transient excitation is more significant.
4.4 Controllers Optimised for Base Disturbance and Unbalance Control
Controllers designed according to the method described in 3.4 were tested experimentally 
for performance with regard to both base disturbance control and unbalance vibration 
control. For comparison, the synchronous response was obtained for three PID controllers 
with increasing bearing stiffness (PID1, 2 and 3) with kp = 2.7, 3.1, 3.4 MN/m. The 
results (figures 4.6-4.8 ) all show three critical speed resonances occurring in the ranges 
50-80, 100-130 and 182-200 rad/s for PID1 PID2 and PID3. These resonances can be 
correlated with the mode shapes of figure 2.10. With increasing stiffness, the natural 
frequencies are pushed higher, giving a lower synchronous vibration at low running 
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Figure 4.6 Synchronous response for controller PID1 (low stiffness) 
showing three critical speeds
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Figure 4.7 Synchronous response for controller PID2 (medium stiffness)
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Figure 4.8 Synchronous response for controller PID3 (high stiffness)
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Figure 4.9 Synchronous response for state space controller SSI 
designed for unbalance control only
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critical speeds, particularly for the first flexural mode. This is due to the lower modal 
damping ratios that will occur when bearing stiffness is increased. The peak vibration 
amplitudes for the three controllers were 0.39 mm, 0.48 mm and 0.56 mm respectively.
The synchronous response for the two controllers designed for unbalance control 
only (SSI and SS2) are shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10. The controller SS2 was derived 
with a slightly higher control force weighting in the design, giving it slightly lower gain 
and, therefore, a higher peak vibration occurring at 2 2 0  rad/s, the natural frequency of the 
rotor first flexural mode. The peak vibration amplitudes for the two controllers are 
significantly lower than for the PID controllers at 0.22 and 0.20mm for SS2 and SSI 
respectively. The response for controller SS5 is shown in figure 4.11. This controller has 
been designed with the same design weightings as SSI. However, the weighted plant 
model has undergone no further model reduction and so the number of states is 48. The 
peak vibration level is slightly lower than for SSI at 0.19 mm.
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the same results obtained for the controllers designed 
for combined unbalance and base input vibration control: SS3 and SS4. These controllers 
differ in the control force weighting used, resulting in SS4 being a lower gain controller 
than SS3. The synchronous response is very similar to that obtained for SSI and SS2 with 
peak amplitudes of 0.17 mm and 0.22 mm for SS3 and SS4 respectively. This is 
unsurprising, since the specification for unbalance control was the same for both types of 
controllers. Notably though, there is a lower synchronous response over the 0-50 rad/s 
range; the expected frequency content for the base excitation. Although the inclusion of a 
performance specification for the base input response has not affected the peak amplitude 
of the synchronous response significantly, it has changed the response in this manner.
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Figure 4.10 Synchronous response for controller SS2 
designed for unbalance control only
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Figure 4.11 Synchronous response for controller SS5 
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Figure 4.12 Synchronous response for controller SS3 
designed for unblance and base input control
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Figure 4.13 Synchronous response for controller SS4 
designed for unbalnce and base input control
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Figure 4.14 shows the synchronous response for controller SS7. The method for 
design of this controller is very similar to that of SS3 and SS4 except that the controller is 
derived by minimising the H2 norm of the augmented plant model, rather than the Ha„ 
norm. Interestingly this has resulted in the lowest peak vibration amplitude of 0.15 mm. It 
is suggested that the reason for this is that using an H„ norm results in the minimisation of 
the worst case unbalance response, produced by the worst case unbalance vector. In 
practice the actual unbalance condition is unlikely to be the worst case condition. 
Therefore, minimising the H2 norm, which weights all possible disturbance vectors 
equally, has resulted in better performance.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the response of the rotor due to a base impulse (at zero 
rotational speed) with controllers PID1 and PED3, the low stiffness and high stiffness PID 
controllers. The plots show the motion of the rotor in the horizontal plane at the inner and 
outer sensors of the non-driven end. With PID1 the magnitude of response is such that 
collision of the rotor with the retainer rings (clearance 0.8 mm) has occurred 7-8 times. 
The response of the rotor with the high stiffness controller is diminished, but the rotor still 
collides with the retainer rings.
Figures 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19 show the base motion response of the non-rotating rotor 
for the three state space controllers SS5, SS3 and SS7. The first shows that the response 
for the controller designed without consideration of the base motion response is 
comparable with the low stiffness PID controller. The response for SS3 shows a 
significant improvement in both the peak rotor displacement and the rate of decay that 
results when the base motion response is included in the design specification. For this 












Figure 4.14 Synchronous response for controller SS7 
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Figure 4.15 Base impulse response for controller PID1 
(low stiffness)
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Figure 4.17 Base impulse response for controller SS5 
designed for unbalance control only
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Fig 4.18 Base impulse response for controller SS3 
designed for unbalance and base input control
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Figure 4.19 Base impulse response for controller SS7 designed for 
unbalance and base input control (using H2 optimisation)
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displacement is 0.6 mm. The response for SS7, the H2 controller is marginally worse than 
the Hoc controller with regard to base motion.
Figures 4.20 to 4.24 show the same base motion response for the rotating rotor (at 
25 Hz) using controllers PID1 and SS1-SS4. Although the system is not truly linear, the 
response of the rotor approximates to a linear superposition of the steady state 
synchronous response and the non-rotating base impulse response. However, the peak 
amplitude will be dependent on the phasing of the two signals. The level of synchronous 
vibration is small for all these controllers, as the rotor is well balanced at this rotational 
speed. Figure 4.25 shows the path of the displaced rotor in the outer sensor plane during a 
base impulse with controller PID1. Figure 4.26 shows the control force for each bearing 
axis during the tests for controllers PID1, SSI and SS3. The three plots show the same 
trend as the corresponding rotor response plots, the control force levels decreasing with 
subsequent controllers. This is because all three controllers have a similar gain 
characteristic and so the control force magnitude is approximately proportional to the 
rotor response.
Figures 4.27 to 4.31 show the same base motion results for the rotor rotating at 40 
Hz. It is clear from these results that the peak rotor displacement is dependent on the 
combined synchronous amplitude and base motion response.
4.5 Controllers Optimised for Transient Base Disturbance and Mass Loss
Vibration Control
Two controllers were designed with a performance bound on the mass-loss response; one 
with the inclusion of the base input response in the design (SS9) and one without (SS8 ). 
The synchronous response for these two controllers is shown in figure 4.32 (SS8 ) and 
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Figure 4.21 Base impulse response for controller SSI designed for 
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Figure 4.22 Base impulse response for controller SS2 designed for 
unbalance control only, at Q  = 157 rad/s
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Figure 4.23 Base impulse response for controller SS4 designed for 
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Figure 4.24 Base impulse response for controller SS3 designed for 
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Figure 4.25 Path of rotor at outer sensors during base impulse with 
controller PID1, at Q  = 157 rad/s
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Figure 4.26 Control force during base impulse for controllers PID1, SS2 and SS4,
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Figure 4.27 Base impulse response for controller PID1 (low stiffness),






Figure 4.28 Base impulse response for controller SSI designed for 
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Figure 4.29 Base impulse response for controller SS2 designed for 
















Figure 4.30 Base impulse response for controller SS3 designed for 
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Figure 4.31 Base impulse response for controller SS4 designed for 
unbalance and base input control, at Q  = 251 rad/s
Outer Sensors
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Figure 4.32 Synchronous response for controller SS8  designed for 
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Figure 4.33 Synchronous response for controller SS9 designed for 
mass loss vibration at Q  = 1 1 0  rad/s and base input control
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for SS9 is greatest at higher frequencies (> 150 rad/s). This would suggest that with SS8  
the bearings have soft characteristics and, therefore, low frequency rigid body rotor 
modes are evident (< 80 rad/s). However, the inclusion of base input has resulted in stiffer 
bearings and the rotor ‘rigid body’ modes have been pushed to higher frequencies (> 130 
rad/s). For both controllers the levels of synchronous vibration at the designed running 
speed ( 1 1 0  rad/s) are similar.
Figure 4.34 shows the synchronous response for controller PID4, showing the 
typical three critical speeds. Mass loss tests, as described in section 4.3.3, were performed 
on the rotor at a rotational speed of 110 rad/s. For the PID controller this running speed is 
close to the second critical speed and a significant transient response would be expected 
during mass-loss. The transient response during mass loss for this controller is shown in 
figure 4.35. Figure 4.36 shows a similar response for the slightly higher damping 
controller PID7. However, the steady state synchronous vibration is slightly less, as are 
the peak transient displacements (0.35 mm and 0.30 mm for PID4 and PID5 respectively).
Figures 4.37 and 4.38 show very similar responses during mass-loss for the two 
state space controllers SS8  and SS9. It can be seen that the level of steady state 
synchronous vibration is significantly lower than for the PID controllers in both instances. 
The peak transient displacement is also less, being 0.17 mm and 0.14 mm for SS8  and 
SS9 respectively.
The base input response for the two PID controllers (PID4 and PID5) at zero 
rotation are shown in figure 4.39 and 4.40. The two responses for the controllers are very 
similar, with peak displacements of approximately 0.5 mm. It can be seen from figure 
4.41, the base impulse response for controller SS8 , that neglecting the effect of base 
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Figure 4.34 Synchronous response for controller PID4 showing three critical speeds 
-  two corresonding to rigid body modes, at 60 and 1 1 0  rad/s and one mainly flexural
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Figure 4.36 Mass loss response for controller PID5 (high damping), at Q  = 110 rad/s
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Figure 4.37 Mass loss response for controller SS8  designed for mass loss vibration
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Figure 4.38 Mass loss response for controller SS9 designed for mass loss 
and base input vibration control, at Q  = 1 1 0  rad/s
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Figure 4.39 Base impulse response for controller PID4 (low damping),
at Q = 0  rad/s
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Figure 4.40 Base impulse response for controller PID5 (high damping),
at Q  = 0  rad/s
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Figure 4.41 Base impulse response for controller SS8 designed for mass
loss vibration control only, at 12 = 0 rad/s
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rotor displacement of 0.6 mm. The response for the state space controller (figure 4.42) 
designed with consideration of base motion (SS9) is significantly better than the 
controller SS8  and the PID controllers, with a peak rotor displacement of 0.3 mm. Figures 
4.43 to 4.46 show the same results for the case when the rotor is rotating at the designed 
running speed of 110 rad/s. The results are similar to the non-rotating case, but with the 
additional effect of the background synchronous vibration.
4.6 Non-linear Compensation Techniques
Examination of rotor orbit shapes gives a good indication of system linearity. Linear 
dynamics result in sinusoidal vibrations due to unbalance causing circular or elliptical 
orbits. Deviation away from these types of orbits indicates the presence of system non- 
linearities. Additional non-synchronous components of the vibration may take the form of 
harmonics or sub-harmonics of the synchronous frequency and are common indications 
of non-linear properties. Figure 2.47 shows typical orbit traces for the rotor, running at a 
speed of 110 rad/s. There are clear indications of both high and low frequency noise 
components in the traces, taking the form of random fluctuations in the rotor orbits. It is 
also clear that the orbits are not perfectly elliptical, as would be expected if the system 
dynamics were purely linear.
The most significant source of non-linearity in the rotor/magnetic bearing system 
arises due to the characteristics of the bearing magnet coils, which are described in 
section 2.3. Control design and implementation has thus far been achieved assuming a 
linearised bearing force/*,:
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Figure 4.42 Base impulse response for controller SS9 designed for mass loss 
and base input vibration control, at 1 2  = 0  rad/s
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Figure 4.43 Base impulse response for controller PID4 (low damping),
at 1 2 = 1 1 0  rad/s
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Figure 4.44 Base impulse response for controller PID5 (high damping),
at Q=  1 1 0  rad/s
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Figure 4.45 Base impulse response for controller SS8 designed for
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Figure 4.46 Base impulse response for controller SS9 designed for 
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Figure 4.47 Rotor orbits in four sensor planes with controller PID4
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where, z is the rotor displacement from the bearing centre, ic is the control current and uc 
is the control force. Control currents are calculated on-line as
(4.11)
4.6.1 Controller Modifications
Although control force saturation starts to occurs above ± 1000 N, the available control 
force is in excess of ± 1500 N. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect improved control 
performance if non-linear compensation of the control force/current relationship is used 
to linearise the control input over the full range of available force. This is achieved using 
a cubic polynomial function, derived from figure 2 .8 , that maps the control current 
(calculated from equation (4.11)) to a modified control current /':
h  = i c + ^ ) 3 (4 -12)
The parameters a and b are chosen so that the modified control force gives a good fit to 
the experimental data. The approximation of bearing characteristics thereby obtained is 
shown in figure 4.48. Figure 4.49 compares the experimentally deduced control current 
required to give the desired control force with that calculated from equation (4.11) and 
the modified value calculated from equation (4.12). It can be seen that the modified 
control current approximately doubles the range of linear behaviour.
More comprehensive studies of bearing characteristics have been undertaken 
(Knight et al., 1996) and more sophisticated methods of non-linear control have been 
developed (Rundel et al., 1996). However, this type of modelling will allow simple 
quantification of the benefits achievable with non-linear compensation techniques.
With the addition of non-linear compensation there is a slight reduction in 
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stiffness PID controller (figure 4.50). This can be explained by the softening of stiffness 
that occurs in the uncompensated system. Figure 4.51 shows that the non-linear 
compensation improves the base input response significantly for the low stiffness PID 
controller. Although retainer bearing contact still occurs, it is only over two oscillations 
and the oscillation decays considerably faster than without the non-linear compensation 
(figure 4.15).
Although non-linear compensation can extend the linear regime of the control 
input, force saturation will still occur, albeit at a higher force level. Also, the transition 
will be more abrupt. A controller gain that is too high may, therefore, still cause problems 
associated with control force saturation. For example, the effect of control force 
saturation, that occurs with the high stiffness PID controller (PID3) during large 
amplitude base motion, can contribute to excitation of higher frequency modes (figure 
4.52). Additionally, during synchronous testing the system was found to lose stability on 
passing through the rotor third critical speed. This is a direct consequence of abrupt 
control force saturation.
Results are also presented for the state space controllers with non-linear 
compensation (figures 4.53 - 4.57). However, due to the nature of the tests and the 
improved lower response with the state space controllers, the control force levels remain 
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Figure 4.50 Synchronous response for controller PID1 with non-linear 
compensation (a = 0.02, b = 0.7)
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Figure 4.51 Base impulse response for controller PID1 
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Figure 4.52 Base impulse response for controller PID3 
with non-linear compensation (a = 0.02, b = 0.7, Q  = 0 rad/s)
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Figure 4.53 Synchronous response for controller SS3 with non-linear
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Figure 4.54 Base impulse response for controller SS3 
with non-linear compensation (a = 0.02, b = 0.7, Q  = 0 rad/s)
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Figure 4.55 Synchronous response for controller SS5 with non-linear
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Figure 4.56 Base impulse response for controller SS3 
with non-linear compensation (a = 0.02, b = 0.7, Q  = 110 rad/s)
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Figure 4.57 Base impulse response for controller SS7
with non-linear compensation (a = 0.02, b = 0.7, Q  = 110 rad/s)
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Table 4.5 Summary of controller design objectives and measured performance












✓ V V ✓ ✓ ✓ S ■/
oa> _
S ’ Base motion 
°  vibration
S ✓ ✓ s
O
Q Mass loss s s
vibration
Peak synchronous
vibration amplitude 0.40 0.50 0.57 0.35 0.20 0.25 0,17 0.22 0.20 0.15 0.20 0.20
(mm)
Peak base motion
response (mm) 0.80 0.75 0.90 0.50 0.60 0.90 0.60 0.65 0.25
non-rotating
Peak base motion
response (mm) 0.80 0.70 0.65 0.45 0.40
(£2 =157 rad/s)
Peak base motion
response (mm) 0.80 0.65 0.65 0.40 0.60
(12= 251 rad/s)
Base motion
settling time (s) 1.30 0.85 0.50 1.20 0.60 0.60 0.50 1.20 0.70 1.40 0.20
(< 0.25mm)
Peak Mass loss
vibration (mm) 0.35 0.15 0.15
(£2= 110 rad/s)
Objectives included in controller design indicated by ^ . Corresponding results highlighted x.xx.
4.7 Closure
This chapter describes the experimental implementation and testing of optimal state space 
controllers, designed for external fault tolerance under the conditions described in chapter 
3. Controllers were designed for a variety of design objectives according to the robust 
control synthesis described in the previous chapter, and their performance compared with 
each other and with more standard PID controllers. A summary of the controllers 
designed and tested in this chapter is given in table 4.5. The table indicates the objectives
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used in the design of each controller and quantifies some indicators of control 
performance for comparison between the high order state space and PID controllers.
Controllers designed with and without taking account of base motion disturbances 
can both give attenuation of the synchronous vibration response when compared with a 
benchmark PID controller. Under PID control, rotor displacement caused by motion of 
the system base can cause contact with retainer bushes and bearings.
For the case of mass loss disturbance types it was shown that using a controller 
designed for direct forcing only can reduce the direct rotor forcing response. However, it 
has been demonstrated that a controller optimised for both direct forcing and base motion 
can give significantly improved performance during transient motion of the system base. 
Again this shows that optimising for one type of disturbance alone may result in 
unsatisfactory performance when the system is subjected to disturbances from 
unconsidered sources.
Also important is the effect of the controller on closed loop mode shapes and 
damping. For example, a system that has a very high bearing stiffness will effectively pin 
the rotor at the bearings. This would have particular value when motion of the system 
base occurs and the desire is to minimise motion of the rotor only at the bearings. This 
control will cause the nodal positions of the rotor modes (i.e. the positions of minimum 
amplitude) to be shifted closer to the bearings. However, high bearing stiffness will tend 
to give rise to lower modal damping values and possible instability problems. The other 
effect of this type of control action is that it is likely to increase the response due to any 
direct rotor forcing that occurs away from the bearing positions. These effects were 
demonstrated using simple PID type controllers
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There is much scope for extension of this study, possibly to consider other base 
disturbance types with differing spectral compositions, or instances when flexural 
excitation of the system base occurs. Consideration of disturbance types related to other 
external fault conditions (table 3.1) would also be of value. Also of interest is the 
behaviour of the system under larger disturbances, causing multiple impacting of the rotor 





The objective of fault tolerant control for a rotor/magnetic bearing system is to allow the 
continued safe operation of the system during the occurrence of a fault so that it can either 
be run down safely and shut down for repair, or is such that on-line action can be made to 
enable the system to continue operation. To achieve this objective will require system 
stability to be conserved during a fault condition. However, there may also be additional 
performance requirements so that, following failure, the system can continue to carry out 
a predefined objective, for example, safe run-down through critical speeds.
The justification for considering fault tolerant control is to improve system 
reliability and survivability. A system that can continue to operate safely when a single 
fault occurs, even with reduced performance, will obviously have greater survivability. 
Even if the system cannot continue to operate if a second fault occurs, the probability of a 
second fault occurring before corrective action can be taken is substantially smaller than 
that of the initial fault occurring. If the probability of a fault occurring in time T  is p  and 
the time taken for remedial action is Tc, then, assuming there is no coupling between 
faults, the probability of a second fault occurring in this time is pTc / T. Therefore, the 
overall probability of a failure is p2 Tc I T  compared with p for the system without fault 
tolerance.
However, improving fault tolerance may come at a cost of decreasing 
maintainability. Obviously, introducing parallel component redundancy using multiple 
components can facilitate improved fault tolerance. However, the probability of 
component failure actually increases, due to the increased number, and maintainability is
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degraded. There is, therefore, a strong argument for achieving fault tolerant control with 
the minimum system complexity.
5.1 Internal Reliability of the Rotor/Magnetic Bearing System
Accurate empirical data concerning the reliability of active magnetic bearing systems is 
not readily available. However, there are a number of control sub-systems and 
components for which failures and faults can be considered. These failure types can be 
classified, together with their consequence for control of the system, and their degree of 
likelihood can be estimated. Whether the mode of failure can be dealt with and in what 
manner will be discussed more fully in later sections. The considerations are made for a 
generic rotor/magnetic bearing system, as shown in figure 2 . 1 .
5.1.1 Possible Fault Conditions
(a) Power Electronics - Amplifier Failure or Malfunctions
To power each magnet coil, a solid state amplifier is commonly used. Although, these 
types of unit are inherently reliable, their dynamic performance depends on a number of 
external variables (e.g. ambient temperature, power demand). The amplifiers are usually 
configured either as voltage amplifiers, or as current amplifiers, requiring an additional 
feedback loop. Voltage amplifiers will be more prone to current overload, as there is no 
internal regulation of the output current. Current overload could feasibly occur with either 
type of amplifier, resulting in a fuse trip and the complete loss of an amplifier. When 
amplifiers and magnet poles are configured in opposing pairs, with each running a 
constant bias current, loss of a single amplifier and pole will result in a large attractive 
force bias from the remaining pole. Unless this can be turned off quickly the rotor will 
collide with the retainer bearings.
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(b) Transducer Malfunctions
The malfunction of a transducer could produce a variety of erroneous signals. However, a 
short circuit or an open circuit will almost certainly produce a large offset error in the 
measured signal (and not a zero-valued signal). Other than an electrical fault, physical 
damage or deterioration is a likely cause of sensor malfunction. For example, due to 
damage to the shaft or debris collecting on the shaft at the measurement surface.
(c) Loss of I/O Board Channel
The complete loss of a channel on the computer input/output board would produce a zero­
valued control input or output signal. A possible cause of this type of fault would be a 
circuit break or short circuit in the connection cable.
(d) Bearing Magnet Coil Failures
The loss of a magnet coil is not considered to be a very likely cause of malfunction. The 
failure of magnet coils usually occurs due to a breakdown in winding insulation, resulting 
in a short circuit. Depending on where the short occurs, there will be an effective 
reduction in the number of coil windings. A complete loss of coil magnetisation would 
have the same consequence as loss of an amplifier.
(e) Computer Software Errors
Real time control software can be susceptible to latent programming errors that may arise 
unexpectedly and may be difficult to pre-detect. These types of errors will result, at best, 
in unpredictable behaviour or, at worst, in program termination. The key to avoiding this 
type of situation is in well structured programming and thorough program testing. It is 
possible to write code that has a certain degree of built in tolerance to run-time errors. In 
order to tolerate a complete program execution failure, however, a redundant computer
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processor would be needed to take over control when the primary processor program 
terminates. The other alternative is that the processor can rapidly be restarted. However, 
this usually would require reloading of the control program, initialising and restarting. It 
is doubtful whether this could be achieved in the necessary time-scale.
(D Computer Hardware Failures
A failure in the computer hardware is relatively uncommon, but would probably have 
similar consequences to a program termination. Again the only hope for dealing with this 
type of problem would be if back-up hardware were available to take over the control 
operations.
(2) Rotor Faults
Mechanical faults in the rotating element of the system could be catastrophic if the system 
cannot retain adequate control. Possible faults of this nature include fatigue, cracking, 
deformation of the rotor or detachment of part of the rotor. Also, problems not directly 
attributable to the rotor can occur, such as external rubbing, ancillary parts becoming 
loose or unexpected impacts or loading. These types of faults could also be considered as 
external faults and as such have already been discussed in section 3.1.
Many mechanical abnormalities in the rotor can be considered as variations in 
system parameters. As such, there is a realistic chance that these type of faults can be 
included in robustness specifications during the controller design stage.
5.1.2 Control Input/Output Loss
Of the faults outlined above some (a, b, c, d) could effectively result in the loss of a 
control input to the system or a control output from the system. Therefore, a suitable 
primary objective is to achieve tolerance to the loss of a single control output or input.
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5.1.3 Input/Output Gain Variations
A loss of control input/output can be considered as an abrupt change in the channel gain 
of the input/output; from a nominal value of zero to one. However, some less extreme, 
possibly slowly varying, incipient faults may cause smaller variations in channel gain, for 
example, a variation in bearing force/current gains caused by the effect of temperature on 
magnetic permeability. Faults (a, b, d) above could have a similar effect. Therefore, a 
further objective for fault tolerance may be to achieve satisfactory control under 
variations in channel gain.
5.1.4 Input/Output Drift
In addition to variation in channel gain, described above, it also possible to envisage 
faults that cause a DC, or slowly varying, offset error in a system input or output. For 
example, a displacement transducer that becomes displaced or damaged will give an 
offset error in its signal. Faults (a, b, d) could manifest themselves in a similar manner.
5.2 Fault Tolerant Control Strategies
Fault tolerant control systems can generally be classified as either robust or 
reconfigurable, or a combination of both. A system is robustly fault tolerant if it retains 
satisfactory performance in the presence of parametric variations or component failures 
(Chen, J., Patton, R.J. and Chen. Z., 1998; Seo, C. and Kim, B.K., 1996). However, if the 
system structure or parameters change on occurrence of a fault, then the control system is 
classed as reconfigurable (Jiang, J and Zhao, Q.,1998; Sun, X. and Rao, M., 1998). A 
further classification, which lies somewhere between these two, is adaptive fault tolerance 
(Astrom, K.J. and Wittenmark, B., 1995). Here a system, rather than changing abruptly, 
continuously adapts to parameter variations or component faults. For any of these three 
strategies to succeed there is a fundamental requirement that the system has a sufficient
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level of redundancy to enable conservation of system stability and performance. The 
inability to achieve fault tolerance by reconfiguring control will certainly preclude the use 
of robust control, for which the control system cannot change. Therefore, reconfigurable 
control has the greatest potential for dealing with a wide variety of fault conditions. 
However, system complexity is usually greater for reconfigurable control. It also requires 
the design of a set of controllers, rather than just one, which can be implemented 
depending on the mode of failure. A further drawback of using robust control, however, is 
that if it performs too well, it may be impossible to tell that a fault has occurred. The fault 
may then only come to light, possibly catastrophically, when further demands are placed 
on the system due to a large disturbance or occurrence of a further fault or further 
degradation.
The approach to designing controllers in each of these classes is different, and the 
applicability of each method depends greatly on the type of system to be controlled.
5.2.1 Requirements for Fault Tolerant Control
There are a number of system features that are necessary to enable the implementation of 
a fault tolerant control strategy. These conditions will apply whatever method of control 
is used and therefore should be considered at the initial system design stage, rather than at 
the controller design stage. To ensure that system stability can be preserved during a fault 
condition, there can be no loss of controllability or observability of any system modes 
that are not open loop stable. To achieve this will require a prescribed level of redundancy 
in the system components. System redundancy, referred to a set of sub-components or 
sub-systems, can be classified either as parallel or analytical. A system exhibits parallel 
redundancy when two or more components perform exactly the same operation, 
processing exactly the same signal, so that each could take-over the function of the other.
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Analytical redundancy occurs when a set of system components do not all perform the 
same function, but are not all required for correct system operation.
Again it should be stressed that system redundancy, required to achieve fault 
tolerant control, must be considered at the plant design stage so that fault tolerant features 
(such as sensor or actuator multiplicity) can be incorporated into the system. Designing 
fault tolerance into a plant that has not been built with fault tolerance in mind will be 
considerably more difficult, if not impossible.
5.2.2 Robust Control
Robust fault tolerant control is essentially a sub-set of the well-documented field of 
robust multivariable control. Control design is usually formulated as a combined 
performance and robustness problem, where control performance is optimised for a set of 
plants. The set of plants is parameterised by a nominal plant and an additional set of 
parameters that embody perturbations from the nominal plant. Achieving robust control 
using Hoo theory has already been outlined in section 3.2, where it was shown that 
robustness can be achieved by applying a bound on the Hoo norm of a functional of the 
plant transfer function (i.e. the plant complementary sensitivity). Also applicable to the 
problem of plant variability is the use of the fi-norm (Zhou et al., 1996). This has been 
applied successfully to achieve control of plants for which known variations or errors in 
system parameters can occur (known as structured perturbations) (Doyle, 1982). 
However, the applicability of these methods to the design of controllers that can cope 
with relatively large parameter variations, caused by the failure of a system component or 
the loss of a system input or output, has not been widely considered. The most severe 
drawback of designing robustness into controllers is that it always comes at the expense 
of performance, to such an extent that in a system that is open loop unstable, there may be
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no stabilising controller capable of satisfying a stringent robustness requirement. Some of 
the problems associated with the application of robust control to fault tolerance are 
considered in section 5.2.2.1.
5.2.2.1 Robust Control Design
Robust control design methods are widely varied and have been applied to a broad range 
of practical control problems. Many of these methods are outlined by Maciejowski (1989) 
or Zhou et al. (1996). Most research in this area has considered generalised robust control 
objectives that can be formulated into tractable problems and solved analytically or 
numerically to obtain a suitable control algorithm. Some applications of robust control 
theory to fault tolerance have been considered, most widely for problems of loop failure, 
but also input/output gain variations and other non-dynamic plant parameter variations. 
The problem of determining plant stability under loop failures has been considered by 
various authors, e.g. Giindes (1994). However, useful methods of controller design for 
failure robustness, often termed control integrity, as yet, remain undeveloped. Exceptions 
include Seo and Kim (1996) who considered the design of an //„  controller for linear 
systems with actuator failure.
5.2.2.2 Loop Gain Variations
It is desirable to consider the problem of loop gain variations or failures in the standard 
framework of robust controller design (as given in figure 5.1) as control synthesis 
methods exist for problems formulated in this manner. These methods use the structured 
singular value, which is a generalisation of the singular value for constant matrices, 
applicable to the stability robustness problem under structured plant perturbations. A 
formal definition is given by Zhou et al. (1996). In this framework structured plant 
variations can be parameterised by a constant matrix A. As an example, consider the
problem of sensor failures. This set of systems faults (or perturbations) can be represented 
by output gain variations ranging from nominal (1) to failure (0). To achieve this, the 
structured perturbation matrix A is included in a standard linear fractional transformation 
representation, as shown in figure 5.2. In this system the nominal output gain matrix is 
given by So = 0.51 (half the actual gain), and the perturbation is represented by A = 0.51. 
In this way all perturbed systems, having any combination of system output gains (from 1 
to 0 ) are included in the system representation.
Figure 5.1 General framework for robust controller design
S0 = A = 0.51
Figure 5.2 Parameterisation of system with output gain variation
However, the pathological feature of this representation, is that the perturbation block, A, 
must include a perturbation term for each output channel. This implies that all channels 
can fail simultaneously. Obviously this criterion is unnecessarily strict and for a system 
that is not open loop stable, robustness, in this sense, is unachievable.
5.2.2.3 Maximum Row Sum Norm Approach
A more appropriate method of specifying this problem, which considers the effect of each 
loop failure individually, is to consider the singular values of the forward loop transfer 
function during loop failure. Assuming the system is closed loop stable with sensitivity 
function (I + GF)'1, then stability will be maintained during single loop failure providing
the smallest singular value of (I + GF) remains greater than zero as the sensor gain goes
from 1 to 0, thereby ensuring that the magnitude of (I + GF ) ' 1 remains finite and no 
system poles pass to the right half complex plane i.e.
ff(l + (I-an,)GC/a»)F(/®))>0 (5.1)
for all co and i = 1 and all values of a  between 0 and 1. The failure matrix is given 
by n „  having all elements zero except for the diagonal element corresponding to the 
failed sensor i. This condition is satisfied if
<l(l + G (jw )e{ja))>  . ^ a ( n (G(ya))F0ffl)) (5.2)
for all CD, where ff(lXG(j CO )F(foo)) is termed the maximum row sum norm of
G(jco)¥(jco). This condition provides a suitable check for controller integrity, but further 
work is required if such a criterion is to be incorporated successfully into the control 
synthesis as a design objective.
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5.3 Reconfigurable Control
The implementation of a reconfigurable control strategy requires a number of sub­
systems. The essential components are:
(1) Closed loop controller -  this can run any of a number of control algorithms, from a 
predefined set of algorithms, selected on instruction from the supervisory controller 
(3). The controller must have the ability to change control algorithm while in 
operation without inducing unwanted disturbances on the system.
(2) Fault detection and isolation system -  this is a sub-system that monitors system 
control output and inputs, and possibly additional system measurements, in order to 
detect and identify failure modes as and when they occur. The system output will 
usually be in the form of a fault detection signal that can be monitored by the 
supervisory controller (3).
(3) Supervisory controller -  this sub-system monitors the signals produced by (2) and 
on occurrence of a detectable fault selects the most appropriate control action from 
a selection of preset control algorithms.
The advantage of a reconfigurable control system is that separate controllers can be 
designed for optimal control under each possible condition of failure. Providing the 
failure mode can be identified, the appropriate controller can then be selected to cope 
with the occurring fault. The major performance issue for a reconfigurable control system 
is speed and accuracy of fault identification. Providing sufficient redundancy exists in the 
system, the problem of designing appropriate controllers should be straightforward. An 
investigation of the design, implementation and performance of a reconfigurable control 
system for flexible rotor/magnetic bearing systems is the subject of the remaining 
chapters in this thesis.
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5.4 Closure
In this chapter an internal system fault has been considered, which will affect the 
functioning of the system control loop. Examples of this type of fault have been described 
and the concept of component redundancy has been introduced as a necessity for coping 
with such faults. The analysis of system integrity against faults has been considered in 
terms of robust control formulation together with possible criteria for achieving built-in 
fault tolerance in the controller design. An alternative method of achieving tolerance to 
internal faults, via a reconfigurable control strategy, has been described. The basic 
structure of such a strategy has been outlined and its feasibility for use in a flexible 
rotor/magnetic bearing application discussed.
A reconfigurable control strategy has a number of merits as a suitable method for 
achieving fault tolerant control:
(i) The health of the system is constantly self-monitored.
(ii) Controllers can be designed for optimal control under a number of different fault 
conditions, and selected accordingly.
(iii) Controllers can be synthesised using modern control computational tools.
(iv) Action can be taken automatically by the system when a fault occurs, with fast 
response times.
(v) Control can be reconfigured manually during operation e.g. to allow maintenance 
or component replacement.
(vi) Fault tolerance is not critically dependent on modelling accuracy (although fault 
detection may be more critically dependent if model based methods are used).
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CHAPTER 6
FAULT DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION FOR 
RECONFIGURABLE CONTROL
6.1 Fault Detection and Isolation
Fault detection and diagnosis have been recognised as issues of primary importance in 
modem process automation as they provide the prerequisites for fault tolerance, reliability 
and security. For this reason there has been considerable development in the design of 
fault detection systems for various purposes and using a wide range of methods. As 
discussed in section 5.4 the fault detection system also forms a principal component of a 
reconfigurable control strategy and it is with this purpose that consideration of the more 
promising approaches will be made. State estimation schemes have been widely studied 
in this field (Frank and Wunnenberg, 1989) and have proved to be successful in numerous 
cases where linear system theory can be applied to the dynamic modelling of the plant. 
Alternatively, parameter estimation is also a powerful method for the detection of faults 
in dynamic systems by on-line estimation of physical system parameters (Isermann, 
1989). This is a particularly important method for process plants (chemical processes, 
nuclear reactors, etc) where the plants often have slow dynamic behaviour, but process 
faults can cause sudden parameter variations that need to be estimated quickly. The 
important consideration in common for these methods is that they require a system model 
on which to base the fault detector design and as such are sensitive to the accuracy of the 
model. Also, they are applicable only to systems that can be represented by a linear 
model.
The main requirements for a fault detection and isolation scheme can be classified 
as either performance or robustness related. Performance criteria can include speed of
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detection, sensitivity to incipient faults, sensitivity to false alarms, missed fault detections 
and incorrect fault detections. Robustness requirements can be defined with respect to 
unmodelled non-linearities or uncertain system dynamics, unknown disturbance and 
noise. Also important, is that the fault detector is not sensitive to the exact nature of the 
fault.
In this chapter two approaches to the problem of fault detection will be presented. 
Firstly, the approach of using fault detection observers (section 6.2), outlining recent 
work on frequency domain design methods will be considered. Although this approach 
will not be implemented in this study, it serves as a useful comparison to the previously 
undeveloped approach (section 6.3) of using neural network architectures for the 
paramerisation of fault detectors. The main reason for using the neural network approach 
to fault detection is that the available system model is unlikely to be sufficiently accurate 
for the design of a reliable fault detection observer, whereas the neural network approach 
is model free. Also, the design methods for fault detection observers are still under 
development and do not currently lend themselves to easy solution.
6.2 Fault Detection Observers
The use of state estimation techniques for the generation of fault detection signals, or 
residuals, has been considered for systems with unknown inputs (Wunnenberg and Frank, 
1987), where the objective is not only to decouple the effects of different faults on the 
observer output, but also minimise the effect of the unknown plant inputs, that might 




Figure 6.1 State space structure of the fault detection observer
The unknown input fault detection observer (UIFDO) is based on the state space 
observer (or state estimator) techniques of Luenberger (1971) and has the same basic 
structure. Consider a system with the discrete time state space structure applicable to a 
rotor/magnetic bearing system:
*n.i = Ax* +B„ut + B A  + E ,f
(6 .1)
y* = c vx* + D / f
where u is the control force applied by the bearings and d is the direct rotor forcing 
disturbance. At steady running speeds the forcing vector d will contain components due 
to the rotor mass unbalance, and these will be sinusoidal and synchronous with running 
speed. The system input f  represent the effects of system faults.
The state space fault detection observer takes the form (see figure 6.1):
Z*+1 = + G„y * + H„ut
( 6 .2 )
r*=L,z*+L2yt
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The observer inputs are the plant control inputs and plant outputs. The observer matrices 
are chosen so that a fault in the system produces a known residual output. However, the 
effects of different faults must be uncoupled so that individual faults can be isolated. A 
design method for producing an observer with these qualities was developed by Frank 
and Wunnenberg (1989), who used the Kronecker canonical form of the system equations 
to produce an unknown input fault detection observer (UIFDO).
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Defining the observer estimation error e* = z* -  T x* gives
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A 0 " ~x *~
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(6.4)
r t =[L 2 C v + L ,T  L,] + D , f
Ideally, the observer matrices would be selected so that the following conditions are 
satisfied
F„T = TA - G 0 C y, F„ stable 
TB/ =[o]
H „ = T B u






Equation (6.5) ensures that the observer is stable and the estimation error converges to 
zero in the unperturbed state. The residual output is decoupled from the plant disturbance 
and control input through satisfaction of equations (6 .6 ) and (6.7) respectively. Equation 
(6 .8 ) ensures the residual is independent of the plant states. Although methods have been 
developed (Fairman et al., 1984) for obtaining the solution to these equations, for most 
systems it is impossible to completely decouple the observer output from the effects of 
plant disturbances. Recent research has therefore considered a different approach to the 
UIFDO design, where the design objectives are specified in the frequency domain as 
performance and robustness bounds on the observer transfer functions.
6.2.1 Robust Fault Detection Observer Design
The frequency domain design of fault observers having the structure given by equation 
(6.2) has been proposed by Frank and Ding (1994) using an //«> design specification. An 
enhancement of this technique (Hou and Patton, 1996) uses a mixed HVHoo specification 
for which an LMI formulation (Iwasaki and Skelton, 1994) can be used to obtain a 
solution.
If the initial observer design (6.4) is considered with Lo = I, Li = -Cy and T = I,
then




_e fc+1 _ 0 F , _ _e *_ 0 "  B „ _ L G . D , - E , J
r t =[0 - C v] + D , f
(6.9)
The transfer function for the residual from the fault vector and disturbance is given by
R(z)=G ^ (z)F(z) + G r(/(z)D(z) (6.10)
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where =(C J.(b - F „ ) _,(E/ -  G„D/ ) + D r )f (z) (6.11)
G „,= (c ,(I z- F . ) " b J d (z) (6.12)
The performance/robustness objective is then given by:
M ^ ) ! .  < y  “ d II< v(> r )|L > 0  (6.13)
This places a bound on the effect of the worst case disturbance on the fault residual and 
ensures the sensitivity of the residual to faults is sufficiently high. A solution to the 
observer matrices which satisfy these criteria is presented by Hou and Patton (1996). 
However, the method presented involves finding the solution to a simultaneous linear 
matrix inequality and quadratic constraint, which although tractable is a considerably 
involved non-linear optimisation problem.
6.3 Neural Network Fault Detection
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been shown to have enormous potential in 
application to both system modelling and identification. Recent progression has naturally 
led to them being employed for control and fault detection purposes (Maki and Loparo, 
1997). The key properties of ANNs, making them attractive for application to fault 
detection problems, include:
• The ability to approximate any function, including non-linear functions, over a finite 
interval using multi-layer neural networks.
• They can be trained directly from plant data without requiring any predefined model 
of the plant. On-line adaptation is also possible.
• They have an in-built ability for pattern recognition, whether from static data using 
feed-forward networks or from time series data using recurrent networks.
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• They naturally have multiple inputs and outputs and therefore lend themselves to the 
modelling of multivariable systems.
6.3.1 Dynamic System Parameterisation
Linear system models for identification usually have the generalised discrete time model 
structure
B„(z) C (z)
A n(z)yk = —- u* + —  d. (6.14)
” k F ,(z ) D p(z)
where A^, B^, Cp, Dp, ¥p are matrix polynomials in the delay operator z _1. Also y and u 
are output and input signals, respectively, and d is the disturbance signal usually 
considered as white noise. The simplest case of (6.14), with relevance to the fault 
detection problem is the ARX (AutoRegressive with eXtemal input) model structure, with 
only Ap and Bp matrix polynomials used. An ANN parameterisation of this model gives a 
estimate of the subsequent plant output y* as
y t = W x t. , + e t (6.15)
where x*_, = [y*_,,uJ_j...,y*_n,u*_„]T and ek represents white noise exogenous
disturbance. This is the deterministic case for which the measured outputs are used as the 
input arguments of the neural network model. The network output is a prediction of the 
subsequent plant output y*. This is a feed-forward network, said to operate in series- 
parallel mode. The network neurons can be represented diagrammatically, as in figure 
6.2, showing a multiple input neuron having a generalised transfer function, F. A two 
layer non-linear network will give a parameterisation for the non-linear case, with the 












a  =  F(Wp+Z?)
Figure 6.2 Schematic of a multiple input neuron
INPUT
DATA OUTPUTDATA
non-linear linear layer 
layer F ( x ) = x
F(x) =  tanh(x)
Figure 6.3 Schematic of a 2-layer non-linear neural network
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y k -  W2tanh(WiX*_, + b ,)  + eJfc (6.16)
An alternative mode of operation uses the previous network outputs for the network 
input:
y * = w x * - i+ e *  (6-17)
where x t_, = [yl_,,u yJ_n,Uj_JT. Because of the recurrence of y t in the equation, 
this corresponds to a recurrent network.
Parametrisations of linear system models in state space form has been proposed 
using feedforward networks (Suykens et al., 1994). Although primary consideration has 
been for non-linear parameterisation, utilising the non-linear functionality of the ANN, a 
simple 1 layer linear model can be applied in the deterministic case to give the state space 
form:
='W ,x4 +W su 4
y 1 =W cx t +W Du i
or with a 2  layer non-linear network representation:
**+i=W„tanh(V^x1+VJ,ut + ^ )  
y* = w a> tanh(Vcx 4 +V Du 4 + 0 CD)
A non-linear state space parameterisation with unknown disturbance has also been 
proposed using an extended Kalman filter type structure (Goodwin and Sin, 1984):
tanh(V,xt + VBu 4 + PAB) + Ket 
y* = w a> tanhOVcX* + VDu„ + PCD)
where e t = y t - y t (6 .2 1 )
This non-linear plant observer in neural network form has been applied to the modelling
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and control of non-linear dynamic systems (Suykens et al., 1994). However, there is no 
published research has been found on the application of this theory to fault detection type 
problems, despite the parallel nature of the state estimator and fault detection observer 
problems.
6.3.2 Neural Network Fault Detector for a Rotor/Magnetic Bearing System 
Although a variety of network architectures (both feedforward and recurrent) could be
employed for the fault detection problem, probably the simplest feasible network
architecture for a rotor/magnetic bearing system has a form corresponding to the series- 
parallel model (6.15):
r, = W p , + b  (6.22)
where p* = [yj_„ y* ,u j ]T. The addition of the bias vector b allows the model to
be linear about a non-zero operating point caused by an unknown static disturbance (e.g. 
the rotor weight). The output r* is the fault detection signal, often required to be an 
estimate of the fault signal f. This detection system has the form of a single linear feed­
forward network. This model can be extended to the non-linear case, using a 2-layer 
network having overall transfer function:
rk = W2 tanh(W,p* + b ,) + b2 (6.23)
Here the input layer is a pure linear neuron layer and the output layer neurons have a 
hyperbolic sigmoid transfer function, allowing the incorporation of some plant non- 
linearities into the model.
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linear layer 
r* = Wp, + b
>  r*
Figure 6.4 Network architecture for fault detection problem
Due to simplicity of training and speed of implementation, the network employed 
in this study was a single layer linear network. The computational complexity of this type 
of network is comparable with a linear state space observer algorithm of the same order. 
A schematic of the network is shown in figure 6.4. Function computation time is 
important when implementing the fault detector in real time and the size of the network 
employed has a direct influence on the maximum sample frequency that can be used for 
the fault detection algorithm. For this reason the network used had the current and five 
previous plant input and output signal vectors as network inputs (i.e. n = 5).
6.3.2.1 State Space Representation
Transformation of (6.22) to state space form is possible by first partitioning the weighting 
matrix as:
w  = [w , W0] (6.24)
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Defining the pair of concurrent input-output vectors as = 
vector as z k = [vj_„,..., v*_,]T gives, for n = 5,
y*
u,
and the system state
z *.. =  E z * + G v4 
rt = L zt + D vt +b
(6.25)
where F =
"0 I 0 0 0 "0"
0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 , G — 0
0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 I
, L = Wz, D = W0 (6.26)
Partitioning G, D and v according to the dimensions of y and u gives
z w  = Fz * + G ;.yt +G„u( 
r* = L z , + D vy t + D„ut +b
(6.27)
Combining plant and fault detector dynamics, (6.1) and (6.27), gives the overall dynamics 









rt = [d ,c  l ] +  D . " t  + D , f * + b
Simplifying, gives the residual dynamics as






+ B ru k + E rd* + K rfA
(6.29)
with the state space matrices corresponding to those in (6.28).
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Design freedom is provided by the free choice of parameters L and D. This allows 
placement of the system zeros (the system poles are predetermined by the poles of A and 
F) and the system gain. The frequency response of the fault estimate r due to the fault 
signal f, control input u and disturbance d will be:
R {jco)= G rl(jO))F(jm) + G rd (jo))D(ja>) + G ru (jco)G(jm) 
G f  C/®)= (Cr(IeJ“r -  A r) - 'K r + D v)F(;<o) 
(6.30) 
G rd{jw)={Cr(lei“T - A r) - 'E jD (y ® )
G „  (/<»)= ( c , ^  - A r)-‘B r +D.)u( jo»)
The design objectives are
• To approximate Grf to the identity matrix (I) over a frequency range for which fault 
signals need to be detected so that r is an approximation of f  over the bandwidth of 
detectable faults.
• To minimise some norm of Grd(jco) over the frequency range of expected 
disturbances. Generally, the signal d will be synchronous with the running speed and 
so the objective is to minimise Grd(jco) at a frequency equal to the expected running 
speed (co= 1 2 ))
• To minimise some norm of Gru{jco) over the frequency range of expected control 
signals. Under closed loop control the control signal will contain frequencies due to 
the disturbance d and the fault signal f as U(jco) = H(jco)Y(jco) where H(jco) is the
controller frequency response matrix and Y( jco) the spectral function of the plant 
output. Of course, this means that the fault detector performance will be a function of 
the control algorithm used, but this objective will help to minimise this dependency.
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This network can be trained using time series data taken from the real plant with a sum- 
squared error criteria to optimise the weighting and bias matrices. Plant data is obtained 
by applying test signals to the appropriate plant inputs and outputs. The choice of test 
signal i.e. magnitude and spectral content will indirectly influence the level of 
optimisation with respect to the above design criteria. This is investigated further in the 
modelling and simulation (section 6.7).
6.4 Off-Line Network Training
The training of the fault detector (FD) network is undertaken using the following strategy:
(1) Obtain plant identification data by applying a (discrete time) input signal n(r) to the 
plant input and acquiring corresponding output data. The input signal is created in 
the control loop. The identification is undertaken at a fixed rotor speed. The rotor 
dynamics are running speed dependent through gyroscopic effects, and the effect of 
synchronous vibration components on the fault detection must be minimised. 
Optimisation of the fault detector will, therefore, be for a specific running speed and 
an associated unbalance disturbance vector.
(2) The plant data obtained from (1) is used for the training of the fault detector. A 
simulated fault signal is added to the plant data and the neural network is trained to 
produce an estimate of this fault signal.
6.4.1 Plant Identification
The system structure for plant identification is shown in figure 6.4. The form of the 
discrete input signal n(r) used for the identification of the plant has an important influence 
on the design optimisation for the fault detector. Although the optimisation takes place in 
the time domain the frequency content of the identification signal should also be
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considered in terms of its design influence. This is analogous to an LQG optimisation in 
controller design, which can also be considered as a weighted Hi optimisation. Choices of 
n (t) include:
(1) Band limited noise signal: n (t) is produced by a random number generator at the 
control loop sample frequency f s (2000 Hz). A discrete time low-pass filter with 
cut-off frequency CDc  is then used to reduce the signal bandwidth and essentially acts 
as a weighting function in the fault detector design, by excluding high frequency 
excitation of the plant.
(2) Multiple step signals: n(f) consists of step input signals. These could either be 
generated for each input in turn or, in a similar manner to the above, a random 
number generator could be used to produce random step changes in the input 
signals at specified time intervals, greater than the plant’s largest time constant for 
modal decay.
The choice of identification signal will depend on the nature of the faults being 
considered for detection. If the fault signal (f) is likely to be a band limited noise signal 
then, in order to minimise the effect of control signal on the fault detector, a similar 
identification signal should be employed (that is option (1)). If the desire is to produce a 
fault detector that is optimised for sudden fault occurrence, characterised by step changes 
in f, then option (2) is probably more suitable. In either case consideration should be 
made to the steady state accuracy of the fault detector, as all fault signals are likely to 








Figure 6.5 Plant Identification
The system is stabilised with control feedback uc(r) to which is added the 
identification signal n(r). The magnitude of n(r) is chosen to give output displacements 
over the entire range of clearance limits, while avoiding contact with any retainer 
bearings/bushes. Plant data is acquired over a period of 7^ seconds with a sample 
frequency of / net, giving a training set for the ANN of s = r aqx / net samples. Sensor noise 
is represented by the addition of the high frequency noise signal n sensor to the plant output.
6.4.2 Fault Simulation
Plant identification data acquired, as described above, can subsequently be used for the 
off-line training of the fault detection network. Defining a set of plant data, V = 
[vo,vi,...,v*,...,vJ, where v* = \(kTnet), and a fault condition, as characterised by 
f (kTnet) g O , where <E> is the set of fault signals that are required to be
detectable/identifiable. O should also include the no fault condition (f(&7)=[0]). An error 
signal wOfcTnet) is generated that will embody the effect of these faults on the plant input- 
output pairs (v/t). This error signal w is added to the plant data v (figure 6 .6 ) and the total
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signal v used as the network input data set. The network is trained using the error signal
w as the set of target vectors, which must be estimated by the network output vector, as
defined by equation (6 .2 2 ):
r* = w Pt + b (6.34)
where Pt = [vj_„, vtT_„+ l v[  ]T
and vt = v t + w  t (6.35)
The network output error is given by
et = r t - w i (6-36)
and the network is optimised using a least squares criterion:
mm i ( w , b ) = 5 > , 2 (6.37)
Network training can be achieved using a standard back propagation method for the case 
of non-linear layers, or solved directly in the linear case. The ideal solution would 
completely filter out both the effects of plant disturbance and plant control input on the 
fault estimate. In general, however, the solution will be a compromise between 
minimising the effect of the plant disturbance and plant control input and maximising the 
accuracy of the fault estimate. The dependency on control input is important because it is 
desirable for the fault detector to be effective with any control algorithm (and therefore it 
should be decoupled from the control input). Also a plant fault will obviously have an 
effect on the control input through the control feedback loop and therefore, for accurate 








Figure 6.6 Network training with simulated fault
6.4.3 Fault Signal Post-processing
The objective of the fault detector design is to produce a system that generates a set of 
signals that are an estimate of the predicted faults, as represented by the error signal w(t). 
However, this signal must then be monitored for any significant excursion from zero and 
on occurrence of a fault give an interpretation upon which a suitable action can be made 
e.g. give an alarm or reconfigure the control to bypass the fault. The form that the signal 
post-processing takes will be dependent on the nature of the faults that need to be 
detected. However, it will generally embody some method for the comparison of signal 
magnitudes with a threshold signal, which when exceeded indicates a fault. The dynamics 
of the fault will also be an important consideration. For example, an additional detection 
criterion may be necessary for rapid detection of sudden faults which, by this fact, cannot 
be identified instantly, but still require some immediate corrective action. Fault signal 




The procedure for plant identification and fault detector design was investigated in a 
simulation study, in order to assess parameter choice in the fault detector design and 
various performance related effects. System models were created in Matlab, similar to 
those used in the controller design of chapter 3, and the simulations carried out in the 
Simulink environment. The fault detection network design is carried out with the aid of 
the Matlab neural network toolbox using data acquired from the simulations.
6.5.1 Simulated Plant Identification
The simulation used a linear two-dimensional state space half model of the plant at zero 
rotational speed, incorporating translatory motion in one plane only (i.e. the x  plane), 
including the first three rotor flexural modes. The model incorporated four displacement 
sensors (indexed 1, 3, 5 and 7), located inside and outside each of the two bearings (as in 
the experimental configuration used in section 4.5) with the two inner ones (3 and 5) used 
to stabilise the plant with control feedback. The open loop system frequency response, 
showing the rotor’s three resonant frequencies, is shown in figure 6.7, clearly showing the 
rotor natural frequencies at 171 rad/s, 423 rad/s, 1075 rad/s and 1588 rad/s.
Simulation runs were performed over a ten second period (Taq = 10 s) with the 
configuration and parameter settings as outlined in table 6 .1. In all cases the identification 
signal magnitude was selected to produce rotor displacement signals over the range ± 1  
mm. For initial purposes, the running speed of the plant was chosen to be 100 rad/s with 
sinusoidal forcing representing a single unbalance mass at one end of the rotor. Plant 
input-output data was acquired at a sample frequency of / net = 100 Hz, giving a total data 
set of 1000 sample points. The sensor noise signal nsensor was added to the plant output, 
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Figure 6.7 Singular values of (open loop) plant model transfer function {Q = 0 rad/s)





For convenience, the error signal w was added to the plant output during the simulation. 
In this study, and the subsequent experimental implementation, the objective of the fault 
detector design was to identify the occurrence of a fault signal on any one of the sensor 
outputs and estimate its value. Essentially, the four network outputs are an estimate of the 
error in each of the four sensor outputs. This fault signal could represent a complete 
malfunction of the sensor, a sensor parameter variation, such as gain or offset change, or 
any fault that might cause a drift error in the sensor reading. To encompass these faults, a 
square wave error signal was used to train the fault detector as this includes both transient 
and steady state characteristics. The signal was implemented by an offset error, being 
turned on and off at each sensor in turn (figure 6 .8 ). The exact characteristics of the error 
signal were used as design parameters for tuning the fault detector characteristics via 
modification of the training set. Increasing the fault duration 7fauit emphasized the steady 
state accuracy of the fault detector, while reducing it emphasized the dynamic response of 
the fault detector. The amplitude of the error signal Afauit also had an important design 
influence and was investigated.
The network used for fault detection was a single layer linear network having the 
form given in (6.22), a diagram of which is shown in figure 6.4. As the system model is 
linear, a non-linear network was unnecessary. The use of a linear network is particularly 
advantageous for multiple simulations as a network training solution can be arrived at 













Fig 6.8 Error signal t(f) used for fault training
The plant input-output vector pairs, with the error signal added, were used to 
generate the network input vectors using the last eight samples (n = 5), so that the training 
set was given by:
input set X =
" v 0 V , v 2 . V 995
v , V 2 V 3 • • V 996
V 2 v 4 . V 997
V 3 V 4 v 5 . V 998
V 4 V 5 V 6 . V 999
_ v 5 V 6 v 7 • • V 1000_
(6.38)
target set U = [t5 t6 t7 tiooo]
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where v* = v* + w* = V + ' t *  ■
_u*_ .^ 4x1 _
(6.39)
generated at a time t = k/fnet. The network output set was
^  =  t*5 **6 **7 **• r 996 ] =  W X  +  b L





and the network error E = R -  U . Minimising E in a least squares sense gave the network 
trained solution:
[W b] = U(p7p ) 'p I (6.41)
Table 6.1 Simulation and training parameters
Identification Signal FD/SimulationNo. Simulation/Training Parameters
Band limited noise signal 1 coc = 40 rad/s, /4fau]t = 100pm, r fauh = 3.75s, lnsensorl =  0.05
added to plant inputs 2 coc =  40 rad/s, Afauit = 200, 7 ^  = 3.75s, lnsensorl == 0.05
3 £UC = 100 rad/s, Afauk = 100, r fau!t = 3.75s, lnsens0rl = 0.05
Band limited noise signal 
added to controller inputs
4 0)c =  100 rad/s, Afault = 200, T{mh =  3.75s, lnsensorl= 0.05
5 0)c — 10 rad/s, /tfauk — 100, 7fauk = 3.75s, lnsensorl -= 0.05
6 4fauit =  100, rfauIt =  3.75s, lnsensorl =  0.05
7 ^ fault = 100, 7>au|t = 3.75s, lnsensorl =  0.01
Random stepped signal 
added to controller inputs 8
9
Afauh = 400, Tfauit = 3.75s, lnsensorl =  0.02 
RfauIt =  400, r fault =  3.75s, lnscnsorl =  0.10
1 0 Afauit = 100, 7 fault =  3.75s, lnsensorl =  0.10, Tuq>= 0J
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Figure 6.10 Complete system for testing fault detector performance
6.5.3 Fault Detector Performance
The resulting network weighting and bias matrices can then be implemented in simulation 
and the performance tested using a simulated fault error signal t similar to that used in the 
training (figure 6 .8 ). Of course, the system used for testing performance differs from that 
used for training, in that the fault error signal acts directly on the sensor output and is 
therefore fed back to the control input (figure 6 .1 0 ).
The influence of the training parameters, detailed in table 6.1, on the resulting 
network performance can be easily assessed from the time response plots of the fault 
detector output r(r) (figures 6.13-6.20). An empirical comparison with the target set
(figure 6 . 1 2 ) shows a number of important characteristic features of the simulated output 
in which it differs from the desired response. Firstly, there is the steady state performance 
of the network. This includes, not only the steady state accuracy of the error estimate for 
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Figure 6.12 Sensor error signal for training/simulation. This signal is 










corresponding to the other three sensors. Accuracy during the no fault condition is also 
important for avoiding false alarms, during which the outputs should be close to zero. The 
transient response of the network to the step change in error should also be assessed, in 
terms of response time, overshoot and, again, the degree of spillover. Unlike in the 
training configuration, the response for sensors 3 and 5 will differ to those for 1 and 7, as 
sensor 3 and 5 are used as control inputs while 1 and 4 are for fault monitoring only. 
Therefore, a fault acting on sensors 3 and 5 acts as a disturbance on the plant via the 
control feedback. One other consideration is the amplitude of the ripple on the FD signal 
due to synchronous disturbance.
For simulations 1 and 2 the plant identification signal n added to the plant control 
input was band limited white noise (coc = 40 rad/s) as shown in figure 6.11. The network 
response plots (figures 6.13 and 6.14) show that increasing the amplitude of the error 
signal improves the steady state performance in that the mean error in the non-faulty 
sensor signals is reduced slightly. However, it has a detrimental effect on the transient 
response, in that large signal spikes occur when the fault is activated. A similar effect 
from increasing the error amplitude is evident for simulations 3 and 4, (figures 6.15 and 
6.16) where the plant identification signal has been applied at the controller inputs (and 
therefore will be shaped slightly by the frequency response of the control algorithm). A 
higher cut-off frequency has been used for the identification signal than in simulations 1 
and 2  (coc = 1 0 0  rad/s), which has improved the decay time of the transient response 
slightly, although the peak error is still large. The effect of changing the cut-off frequency 
of the identification signal is again evident from comparison of simulation 3 and 5: 
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Figure 6.18 FD output signal for simulation 6
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Simulations 6, 7, 8 and 9 (figures 6.18-6.21) show the results of network training 
from data generated with a random step signal at the controller input. Comparison with 
the results from the random noise signal generally show better performance, attributable 
to the fact that the training signal is specifically for a step type disturbance (as caused by 
the step error signal). Simulations 6 and 7 show that decreasing the noise level on the 
sensor signal has the same effect as increasing the error signal amplitude Afau]t i.e. it 
improves the steady state performance, but degrades the peak transient response. This is 
again confirmed from comparison of simulations 7 and 8 and 9. The network from 
simulation 10 shows how increasing the duration of the steps in the identification signal 
( r step) improves the steady state accuracy but degrades the transient response.
It can be concluded from these results that the network solution is a trade-off 
between the transient response and state steady accuracy of the fault detection signal. The 
ability to influence these factors is provided through the choice of error signal (amplitude) 
used as the target set and the frequency spectrum of the plant identification signal used to 
generate the input set. Sensor noise also has an important influence on the resulting 
network performance but is an intrinsic property of the real system and cannot easily be 
changed in practice. The exact nature of this behaviour can be seen through comparison 
of the frequency response matrices for the combined system, Grf(ja>) and Gm(jco). As 
shown for the networks generated from simulations 8 and 9 in figures 6.22-6.25. Figure
6.22 and 6.23 show the frequency response matrix for Gra(/<w). At low frequencies the 
four diagonal elements are close to unity and the remaining elements are small, so the 
fault detector will give a good estimate of the error signal. However, above the cross over 
frequency (approximately 50 rad/s) the transfer function matrix is no longer diagonally 
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Figure 6.22 Transfer function matrix elements of G# for FD8 
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Figure 6.23 Transfer function matrix elements of G ^for FD9 
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Figure 6.24 Transfer function Gru for FD8 







Figure 6.25 Transfer function Gm for FD9 
showing improved response compared with FD8
i
6.5.3.1 Plant Disturbance Changes
The effect of variations in plant disturbance on the FD network output, from either 
changing rotor speed, changes in unbalance, or possibly some other direct forcing 
disturbance such as rotor impact or mass loss, can be assessed through inspection of the 
frequency response matrix Grd(Jco). A plot of the frequency dependent matrix elements 
amplitudes of Grd(jco) is shown in figure 6.26 and 6.27 corresponding to simulations 8 
and 9. It is evident from the plots that the response has been minimised close to the 
synchronous frequency of 100 rad/s.
Running the rotor close to a critical speed will generally produce higher levels of 
synchronous vibration, with associated implications for the FD optimisation. To 
investigate these effects the identification simulation 8 was repeated but with an 
unbalance disturbance at a frequency close to the first rotor bending mode (69 Hz). Of 
course, the magnitude of synchronous vibration will be dependent on the particular 
controller used and although the fault detector is designed with the objective of being 
uninfluenced by the control algorithm used this will not be entirely satisfied. This is 
particularly true if the rotor disturbance is at a high frequency, where the plant dynamics 
are not represented well by the FD network.
6.6 Closure
In this chapter, systems for fault detection and isolation were introduced as a basis for a 
reconfigurable control system. The formulation of unknown input fault detection 
observers was described, as a viable means of fault detection and isolation in 
rotor/magnetic bearing systems. However, the need for a very accurate system model and 
the fact that the design of such systems is computationally involved, led to the 











Figure 6.26 Transfer function Grd for FD8 









Figure 6.27 Transfer function Grd for FD9 showing 
minima at synchronous frequency (100 rad/s)
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considered for the purposes of fault detection and a single layer feed-forward network 
was adopted for the purposes of a simulation study to assess efficacy. A number of 
network solutions were derived for detection of sensor related faults on the modelled 
system. The results of the simulations indicate that the neural network type fault detector 
could be successfully applied to the real system. A number of design parameters were 
identified as affecting the final performance of the fault detector, in terms of the steady 
state accuracy and dynamic response of the fault estimate.
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CHAPTER 7
EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF A FAULT 
TOLERANT CONTROL STRATEGY
This chapter describes the experimental implementation of a fault tolerant control strategy 
designed to for various conditions of failure. The principal problem of sensor failure will 
be considered, in accordance with the simulation study described in chapter 6. The 
objective was to design and implement a reconfigurable control strategy having the 
components described in section 5.3. This includes a feedback controller that can run any 
control algorithm from a predefined set, a fault detection algorithm that can detect sensor 
faults and a supervisory controller that can identify faults and change the control 
algorithm to cope with the fault.
7.1 System Configuration
In previous chapters, it has been shown how the configuration of any control system, in 
terms of the position and number of sensors and actuators, affects the capacity to achieve 
fault tolerant control. For the implementation of a reconfigurable control strategy, these 
factors will influence the aspects of fault detection and control. In chapter 4 various 
sensor configurations were used in the design of state space controllers. All eight sensors, 
in four planes, were used for control feedback. For the reconfigurable control strategy the 
requirement is to design a set of multi-variable controllers for this system that can be used 
for optimal control during conditions of single sensor failure. There are a variety of 
control configurations that can used to achieve this goal, examples of which are outlined 
as follows and range from the most complicated (1) to the simplest (5):
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(1) The set of controllers has 9 members. One control algorithm is for the no-fault 
condition, which uses all eight sensors for feedback and the remaining eight 
algorithms cover each possible fault condition, which use the remaining seven healthy 
sensors for the control feedback.
(2) The set of controllers has 5 members, one control algorithm for the no-fault condition, 
which uses all eight sensors, and four algorithms for each possible fault condition. 
These each use six healthy sensors in three planes for feedback, thereby ignoring two 
sensors in the sensor plane that contains the fault.
(3) The set of controllers has 3 members, one control algorithm for the no-fault condition, 
which uses all eight sensors. During a fault condition the sensors are divided into two 
groups. Each group has four sensors in two planes, one local to each bearing. Either 
group of sensors can be used for feedback, thereby ignoring the group of sensors 
containing the faulty one.
(4) The set of controllers has 2 members. This is similar to (3), except there is no 
controller for the no-fault condition and instead only four sensors are used during 
normal operation.
(5) The set of controllers has only 1 member. This is similar to (4), except that the sensors 
in each group are collocated so that the same control algorithm can be used with 
either sensor group.
In (1), (2) and (3) the required number of control algorithms can be reduced further, by 
utilising the symmetry of the rotor about the centre plane, with the proviso that rotor 
gyroscopic effects (that destroy this symmetry) are sufficiently small. In many real cases 
the desire will not be to achieve optimal control during a fault condition, but sufficient
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system stability and performance to allow safe run down, which may involve passage 
through a number of critical speeds.
Owing to limitations in hardware performance (i.e. computational speed and 
memory), which restrict the complexity of the control algorithm that can be used, it was 
necessary to adopt the simplest option (5) for the experimental system. However, 
providing the computational processing speed is available, it is possible to extend the 
system to the other cases using a set of control algorithms generated with the controller 
design procedures described in chapter 3. Each controller would be designed for the 
appropriate set of inputs to cope with each fault condition i.e. to bypass the faulty sensor. 
The controller design actually implemented is described further in section 7.2.
The design and operation of the fault detection system, which uses all eight 
sensors as inputs and runs in parallel with the controller, will be the same, independent of 
the method used for the reconfigurable control. However, the performance of the fault 
detector will be dependent on the particular control algorithm used as explained in section 
6.4.
7.2 Control Algorithm
The sensor arrangement used for the reconfigurable control strategy uses eight sensors in 
four planes as shown in figure 4.3. The sensor planes are located in pairs, with each pair 
as close to co-location as possible so that either can be used for feedback with the same 
control algorithm, without any significant difference in performance. Essentially the 
system has two control configurations, one where the innermost sensors are used for 
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Figure 7.1 Schematic representation of control configurations. Sensors
are labelled 1 to 8
The multi-variable controller (SS6) is designed in a very similar manner to 
controller SS3 (section 4.3), which was designed for optimal control of both synchronous 
and base input disturbances. However, the controller now has only four inputs and the 
order of the controller must be reduced further to improve computation time. This is 
because the fault detection algorithm must run in parallel with the controller and so there 
is less processor time available for the control algorithm. The schematic form of the real­
time software processes operating on the system is shown in figure 7.2. The 
implementation also differs from that described in chapter 4, in that the entire feedback is 
generated from one state space algorithm, and there is no PID algorithm running in 
parallel. This facilitates the swapping of control algorithms, during operating, by 
modification of the state space controller matrices (Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc).
Although there is no separate PID controller implementation, for design purposes 
the system model is first stabilised with a PD controller. State space controller design was 
undertaken on the stabilised system, which was reduced to ten modes (twenty states)
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Figure 7.2 Schematic representation of real-time software processes
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using standard model reduction techniques. The Hx design method was then applied to 
the augmented plant (having twenty four states), with weighting transfer functions chosen 
to give the optimal synchronous and base input disturbance rejection. The required 
overall state space matrices for running on the DSP were calculated by combining (in 
parallel) the resulting state space controller with the original PD controller. This 
controller was then reduced in order to twenty states to give the final state space 
controller matrices (Ac, Bc, Cc, Dc) used for the implementation. The resulting closed loop 
transfer function singular values for this controller are shown in figure 7.3. The singular 
values for the overall controller are shown in figure 7.4.
The discrete time implementation of the state space control algorithm was 
achieved with a sample frequency of 2000 Hz. The lower sample frequency, than 
previous controllers, was also required in order to leave sufficient computational 
resources for the execution of the fault detection algorithm. The measured synchronous 
response of the rotor with this controller (referred to as SS6 in section 4.2) is shown in 
figures 7.5 and 7.6. The first response obtained is with the inner sensors used as inputs to 
the controller and the second using the outer sensors. As expected there is no significant 
difference in performance between the two different control configuration. Also of 
importance is the response of the system to a step change in position demand, as 
reconfiguration of the controller will produce a similar effect if the inner and outer sensor 
measurements differ in value. Under normal conditions any difference should be small; 
however, a fault on one of the sensors will result in a jump in the controller’s input 
signals when the control configuration is swapped. Figure 7.7 shows the step response of 
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Figure 7.4 Overall controller transfer function singular values for SS6
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Figure 7.5 Measured synchronous response for controller SS6 using inner sensors
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7.3 Fault Detector Development
The procedure for FD network training parallels that used in the simulation study. Firstly, 
identification data was acquired from the plant as in section 6.5.1. The data was then 
modified off-line to simulate, in turn, the effect of each fault in the set of fault conditions 
for which detection was required. To train the FD network the modified data was used as 
a training set together with the original error signals as the target set.
7.3.1 Plant Identification
To obtain the plant data, a band limited white noise signal n(kTnet) was added to the 
control inputs, the magnitude of which was chosen to produce rotor displacements over 
the largest range possible while avoiding any contacting with the retainer bearing 
(clearance 0.7 mm). The plant input-output data \(kTnct) was then recorded over a time 
period of 20 s at a sample frequency of 100Hz, giving 2000 data samples. This forms the 
data set V, a matrix containing the control input and sensor output vectors (v defined in 
section 6.3.2.1) during acquisition. This was performed at various rotor running speeds, 
using a selection of signal bandwidths (Ob for the identification signal, as outlined in table 
7.1. The fault detectors generated from these sets are referred to as FD V I-9. A typical set 
of plant identification data (V5) is shown in figures 7.8 and figure 7.9, showing the sensor 
output and control input signals respectively.
Table 7.1 Plant identification data sets
0
Rotor Speed Q  (rad/s)
88 156
Bandwidth
1 VI V2 V3
(Ob (rad/s) 5 V4 V5 V6
20 V7 V8 V9
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Figure 7.8 Measured reaponse of rotor during plant identification for data
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Figure 7.9 Bearing control currents during plant identification for data set
\ 5 ( Q  =88 rad/s)
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7.3.2 Fault Simulation
The identification data obtained in section 7.3.1 was subsequently used for fault 
simulation and network training. This was achieved in an identical manner to section 
6.5.2; the plant data being added to a sensor error signal that represents a fault occurring 
at each sensor in turn. The plant data was used eight times to generate the FD input signal 
v (as defined in section 6.4.2), each time with an error on a different sensor. All eight data 
sets were then used for the network training so that the input set has 2000 x 8 = 16000 
sample points. A single layer linear network was used, having as inputs the current and 
five previous plant input-output signal vectors. This gave a total of 12 x 6 = 72 inputs, 
each having a corresponding output vector r, the estimate of the sensor error vector t. 
Attaining the training solution for the network (equation (6.41)) gave the weighting and 
bias vectors for the software implementation. The network data (i.e. W and b matrices) 
were saved to file for easy transfer to the control system computer.
The sensor error signal t(kTnf>t) used for the network training is shown in figure 
7.10. For comparison, training was performed using two different amplitudes of fault 
signal. Typical fault detector outputs r(kTnet) for the trained networks, using the training 
data, are shown in figures 7.11-7.13 for networks generated from plant data sets: VI (£2 = 
0 rad/s, C0b = 1 rad/s), V2 {Q = 88 rad/s, a>b= 1 rad/s), V8 (Q  = 88 rad/s, C0b= 20 rad/s).
To see whether any improvement can be gained using a non-linear network, the 
training set V2 was used to train a two-layer non-linear network as given by equation 
(6.23). The training of a non-linear network must involve an iterative training procedure, 
for example a backpropagation algorithm (Tollenaere, 1990), which is inherently slower 
than linear network training. It is also more complicated and slower to implement and, as 
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Figure 7.10 Sensor error signal used for training. 
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Figure 7.13 FD output using training data V8
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Figure 7.14 Two-layer non-linear network FD output using training data V2
20 7
(approximately 10% reduction in sum square network training error). With the regime of 
rotor motion used for identification, the plant must approximate well to a linear model, 
but this type of network may give improved results when the plant and associated 
identification data are more non-linear in character.
7.3.3 Real-Time Implementation
The software for the fault detector consisted of a fault detector (FD) routine running at a 
frequency f net = 100 Hz. This routine is invoked by a software generated interrupt, 
initiated by the state space controller routine every f s //net = 20 iterations (shown 
schematically in figure 7.2). The FD routine performed the matrix operation of equation
6.22 on the plant input-output vector to give the current fault signal estimate r(kTnet). This 
signal was then analysed by the post processor algorithm (described further in section 
7.5), which deduces whether a significant fault has occurred and whether a 
reconfiguration of feedback is necessary. If it has, then the controller will be switched, 
either from inner to outer sensors or vice-versa, depending on the present state. This post­
processing algorithm fulfills the role of the supervisory controller defined in section 5.3.
7.4 Fault Detector Response
7.4.1 Sensor Error
The response of the fault detectors to various sensor faults was tested on-line. Firstly, the 
response to a sudden offset error in one of the displacement sensors was recorded. As 
already seen from the simulation results, the response is dependent on whether the sensor 
on which the fault has occurred is at the time being used for the control feedback. For this 
reason, the results are presented for two cases, one while the sensor was being used for 
fault monitoring only (sensor 1) and one while it was being used for feedback as well
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(sensor 3). A plot of the error in the appropriate sensor signal is shown in figure 7.15. For 
the non-rotating case, with the FD matrices generated from VI, the results are shown in 
figures 7.16 and 7.17. The eight components to the FD outputs (1-8) correspond with 
each sensor. The results shown are very similar to the simulation results. For the case 
when the sensor is not being used for control feedback (figure 7.16), the FD responds 
rapidly when the fault is turned on (at 1 s), and gives a good steady state estimation of the 
sensor error (0.1 mm). For the case when the sensor is used for feedback (sensor 3, figure 
7.17), there is some spillover to the FD outputs corresponding to the other sensors, both 
during transient and steady state conditions. However, it is still clear on which sensor the 
fault has occurred and the steady state estimate of the error is accurate to within 0.02 mm. 
The response of the rotor during occurrence of an error on sensor 3 is shown in figure 
7.18. Results similar to these are obtainable for faults on the other sensors i.e. 2,4,5,6,7,8.
For the rotating rotor (88 rad/s), the results were very similar and there is no 
significant trace of the synchronous vibration in the FD output (figures 7.19 and 7.20) 
However, the synchronous vibration of the rotor at the sensors is very small (figure 7.5), 
due to the optimal control being used. The results for V8 (figures 7.21 and 7.22), 
generated with the higher frequency cut-off for the identification signal, are not 
noticeably different to V2, but possibly have slightly poorer steady state estimation of the 
error.
For comparison, figures 7.23 and 7.24 show the same results for the higher 
rotational speed of 156 rad/s (V3). Again, the synchronous vibration at this speed is small 
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Figure 7.15 Error in sensor signal during fault testing
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Figure 7.19 Fault setector V2 output during fault on sensor 1 (12 = 88 rad/s)
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Figure 7.22 Fault detector V8 output during fault on sensor 1 {Q =88 rad/s)
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Figure 7.23 Fault detector V3 output during fault on sensor 1 (12 = 156 rad/s)
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Figure 7.24 Fault detector V3 output during fault on sensor 3 {Q = 156 rad/s)
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7.4.2 Sensor Failure
Results were also obtained for the case when complete failure of a sensor occurs, 
resulting in a complete loss of sensor signal. This results in the controller ‘seeing’ a large 
DC offset for the position feedback. The FD response for the non-rotating case, with the 
FD matrices generated from VI, is shown in figure 7.25. The first plot shows the results 
for sensor 1 indicating that when the fault occurs, sensor 1 has an error of 0.7 mm. There 
is very little spillover to the other FD outputs, and identification of the fault should be 
rapid and straightforward. For the case of sensor 3 failure (figure 7.26), the rotor rapidly 
contacts with the retainer bearing due to loss of system stability. When this occurs, the 
fault detector can no longer give an accurate prediction of the sensor error, and a large 
excursion (-1.6 mm) occurs in signal 1. Contact of the rotor with the retainer bearing has 
not been included in the system identification and so the fault cannot be correctly 
identified. However, rapid detection of the fault is still possible and so there is still scope 
for corrective action to be taken. The response of the rotor during failure of sensor 3 is 
shown in figure 7.27. It can be seen that system stability is lost in the axis corresponding 
to the faulty sensor and the rotor rapidly impacts with the retainer bearing. The same 
results are shown for the case of the spinning rotor in figures 7.28-7.30. The results are 
very similar but with additional signal components arising from the rotor synchronous 
vibration.
7.5 Fault Detector Post-processing and Automatic Control Reconfiguration
Visual interpretation of the fault detector output is seemingly straightforward. Large 
excursion of a single FD output signal, when compared to the background fluctuations, 
can easily be identified as an error on the corresponding sensor. Interpretation of the 
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Figure 7.30 Measured response of rotor during sensor 3 failure {Q = 88 rad/s)
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but still a positive identification is possible. When complete failure of a sensor occurs, the 
response is very similar, providing the sensor is not being used in the control feedback. 
When complete failure occurs of a sensor that is being used in the feedback loop, a large 
degree of spillover occurs, affecting the other error outputs. This is due to the loss of plant 
stability and the resulting rapid displacement of the rotor and contact that occurs with the 
retainer bearings. In this instance, the control failure is still evident from the large 
excursions of the fault detector output, and a positive identification should still be 
possible.
Design of the post-processor involves incorporation of mathematical rules into an 
algorithm that can perform the detection and identification of these conditions. The 
algorithm used performs the following operations at each fault detector iteration:
(1) The FD outputs are classified in order of increasing amplitude to give the re-ordered 
signal vector r .
(2) The amplitude of the largest signal j  ( r} = r8) is compared with the spread in values
of the remaining seven signals d spread = /^ ax7('i )• Positive fault
identification on sensor j  is given by |r81 - Spread being larger than Spread by a factor 
thresh i.e. \rs\- J spread > /thresh^ spread • However, random fluctuations in the signals due
to noise can cause false identifications. To avoid this, the signal Spread is filtered to 
remove some of the higher frequency noise, using a standard first order digital filter 
of the form:
dip,^(kT) = { \ - e )  ™ 7 ( # r ) ) - i=7 7 ( ' i ( M ' ) )  + e d ^ [ ( k - l ) T )
where e = and ay is the filter pass band frequency.
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(3) In order to achieve rapid detection if a control input is lost, the average amplitude of 
the seven smallest signals is compared with a threshold value (/3). Loss of control is
indicated by the threshold being exceeded: — ^ | f ) |> P
7.5.1 Sensor Error
Consider, as an example, the FD response for V2, firstly for a sudden offset error in the 
sensor 1 output, as shown in figure 7.19. Evidently, the maximum component of the 
signal after the fault has occurred will correspond to the faulty sensor i.e. sensor 1. 
However, to confirm that there is a fault, i.e. the maximum signal is in some way ‘large’, 
the comparison described in (2) of section 7.5 is made. Figure 7.31 shows a plot of 
|r81 - J spread and Spread- It can be seen that the signal |r81 - d spie&d exceeds Spread when the
fault occurs and a suitable choice of the threshold factor is unity or slightly higher (1-1.5). 
The same signals are shown for the case of an error on sensor 3 in figure 7.32.
7.5.2 Sensor Failure
Consider now the FD response due to a sensor failure, as in figure 7.28. For the case of 
sensor 1, the response is a large DC offset corresponding to the faulty sensor, similar to 
the previous cases. The comparison of |f8|- d spread and Spread shows (figure 7.33) that the
faulty sensor is identified correctly for sensor 1. Figure 7.34 shows the same signals for 
the case of the failure on sensor 3. For this case, the loss of control results in large 
excursions of all the FD output signals. However, the largest signal now corresponds to 
sensor 1, rather than sensor 3. This is because the rotor rapidly makes contact with the 
retainer bearing. This type of behaviour is not accounted for in the system identification 
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Figure 7.31 Post processor signals for V2 during fault on sensor 1 (Q = 88 rad/s)
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Figure 7.32 Post processor signals for V3 during fault on sensor 1 (Q = 88 rad/s)
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Figure 7.33 Post processor signals for V2 during failure of sensor 1 (12 = 88 rad/s)
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Figure 7.34 Post processor signals for V2 during failure of sensor 3 (12 = 88 rad/s)
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For the case of the failure on sensor 1, a plot of the mean amplitude of the 
remaining signals, — is shown in figure 7.35. It can be seen that this signal
7 i= ] .„7
remains small, and is unaffected by the sensor fault. A plot of — for the case of
7  i= l ...7
sensor 3 failure (figure 7.36) shows that the loss of control can be identified by this signal 
exceeding a threshold value that would not be exceeded in the previous case. By 
inspection, a suitable value for this threshold would be close to 0.04. A threshold value j3 
= 0.04mm is indicated in figure 7.36.
7.5.3 Sensor Noise
It is foreseeable that a sensor related fault could result in a noise contaminated signal 
coming from one or more sensors, for example, due to a loosely mounted sensor, 
electrical noise or interference. The amplitude and bandwidth of the noise component will 
influence the resultant fault detector output. The fault detector response to sensor noise is 
tested by adding a band limited white noise signal to the appropriate sensor signal with 
the rotor levitated and spinning. The noise was generated with a pseudo random number 
sequence at the controller sample frequency (2000 Hz) and filtered with a first order band 
pass filter with cut-off frequency coc. With a low frequency cut-off (coc = 2 rad/s) the 
response of the FD is shown in figures 7.37 and 7.38 for sensor 1 and sensor 3 
respectively. These responses are produced by fault detector V2 ((Ob = 1 rad/s). The noise 
signal is clearly evident on signal 1 of the fault detector output (figure 7.37), and a 
positive identification is given by the signal post-processor. For the case of sensor 3 
noise, there is a higher degree of spillover to the other FD outputs (particularly on sensor 
1). However, it is still clear that the noise originates from sensor 3, and a positive 
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Figure 7.35 Post processor signal for V2 during failure of sensor 1 (12 = 88 rad/s) 
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Figure 7.36 Post processor signal for V2 during failure of sensor 3 (12 = 88 rad/s) 
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Figure 7.38 Fault detector V2 output during noise on sensor 3 (Q =88 rad/s)
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from a broader bandwidth identification signal {a>t = 20 rad/s). The response shows that 
the degree of spillover is slightly improved, particular for the sensor 3 result. This can be 
attributed to the broader frequency band of the plant identification.
With a higher frequency bandwidth noise signal (coc = 20 rad/s), the response of the 
signal is still good for the case of sensor 1 (figures 7.41 and 7.43). However, there is a 
higher degree of spillover when the noise occurs on the control feedback sensor (sensor 
3), as shown in figures 7.42 and 7.44. This is unavoidable when the bandwidth of the 
noise exceeds the bandwidth of the identification. However, detection of this type of fault 
is still possible using the detection criteria described in section 7.5.2.
7.6 Fault Condition Testing
The post-processor embodying the rule-base described in section 7.5 was implemented on 
the real system. The identifications made by the FD and post-processor will invoke a 
reconfiguration of the controller. Control was initially configured for sensors 3, 4, 5 and 6 
(the inner sensors); positive identification of a fault on any of these sensors results in the 
control being automatically reconfigured to the other set of sensors. A fault on the outer 
sensors results in identification being made, but no control reconfiguration occurs. To test 
the system, the faults simulated were the same as in section 7.5. However, the automatic 
control reconfiguration was now enabled so that the system reacts to the occurring fault.
7.6.1 Sensor Error
For the case of the step change in sensor error on sensor 1, a positive identification is 
made, but no reconfiguration of the control results and the rotor is unaffected by the 
occurrence of the fault. In this case the FD and post-processor output are similar to those 
in section 7.5.1. When the same fault occurs on sensor 3, a positive identification is made
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by the post-processor and a reconfiguration of the control occurs. Consider first the zero 
speed rotor case, with the FD network VI. The FD output and rotor motions are shown in 
figures 7.45 and 7.46 respectively. The FD output gives a clear indication that there is an 
error on sensor 3. The response of the rotor shows that rotor starts to move on occurrence 
of the error, but the post-processor quickly identifies the error and the control 
reconfigures to the outer sensors. When this occurs, the rotor rapidly returns to the 
bearing centre. Comparison should be made with figure 7.18, showing what happens to 
the motion of the rotor if the control is not reconfigured in response to the fault. The same 
results are shown for the case of the spinning rotor (with FD network V2) in figures 7.47 
and 7.48. Again the results are not significantly different to the zero speed case, with the 
exception of the synchronous components evident in the signals. Figures 7.49 and 7.50 
show the results for the network V8. For this case the transient response of the FD output 
is slightly improved over V2, and the peak rotor displacement is less by 0.1 mm.
7.6.2 Sensor Failure
In the previous section (7.4.2) it was seen that complete failure of a sensor in the control 
loop caused loss of rotor stability and impacting of the rotor with the retainer bearing. 
With the control reconfiguration active, the control postprocessor will switch the control 
on identification of the fault. For the case of the zero speed rotor, the FD output and rotor 
responses are shown in figure 7.51 and 7.52 respectively. The FD output shows a large 
excursion of signal 1 on occurrence of the failure. However, on automatic reconfiguration 
of the controller the signal 1 becomes small again and the signal 3 shows a good estimate 
of the sensor error. The response of the rotor shows a sudden loss of stability that occurs 
with the failure. The rotor rapidly returns to the centre of the bearing on identification of 
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Figure 7.45 Fault detector VI output during sensor 3 fault with automatic control
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Figure 7.46 Measured rotor response during sensor 3 fault with vl and automatic 
control reconfiguration {Q = 0 rad/s)
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Figure 7.47 Fault detector V2 output during sensor 3 fault with automatic control
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Figure 7.48 Measured rotor response during sensor 3 fault with v2 and automatic 
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Figure 7.49 Fault detector V8 output during sensor 3 fault with automatic control
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Figure 7.50 Measured rotor response during sensor 3 fault with v8 and automatic 
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Figure 7.51 Fault detector VI output during sensor 3 failure with automatic 
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Figure 7.52 Measured rotor response during sensor 3 failure with VI and automatic
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a second. However, the response of the fault detector is not rapid enough to prevent 
contacting of the rotor with the retainer bearing and a brief collision occurs. The same 
results are shown for the rotating rotor (with FD V8) in figures 7.53 and 7.54. The fact 
that the rotor is spinning does not affect the response of the fault detector or rotor 
significantly during occurrence of the fault, and the results are similar to the zero speed 
case.
7.6.3 Sensor Noise
Tests were performed to investigate the performance of the automatic reconfiguration 
under conditions of simulated sensor noise. For the case of noise on the sensor 1 signal, 
the fault detector/post-processor responses were identical to that described in 7.5.3, giving 
a correct identification of the fault on sensor 1 (figures 7.37, 7.39 and 7.41). However, 
high bandwidth noise ((Oc > 40 rad/s) did result in noise contamination on signal 3 of the 
fault detector output, which occasionally resulted in a momentary (0.1 s) false 
identification (when signal 3 exceeds signal 1 in magnitude).
For the case of sensor 3 noise, the identification of the fault results in control 
feedback being switched to the outer sensors. Figure 7.55 shows the response of fault 
detector V2 to a noise signal (coc = 20 rad/s) on sensor 3, occurring after 1 s. The system 
responds rapidly when the noise occurs and switches the feedback to maintain control of 
the rotor. The response of the rotor is shown in figure 7.57, indicating a small disturbance 
of the rotor when the feedback is switched. Figure 7.56 and 7.58 show the results of the 
same test using FD V8. The response of this fault detector is not greatly different 
although the degree of spillover to the fault detector signal corresponding to sensor 1 is 
slightly greater. However, this does not affect the fault identification or control 
reconfiguration.
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Figure 7.53 Fault detector V8 output during sensor 3 failure with automatic 
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Figure 7.54 Measured rotor response during sensor 3 failure with V8 and 
automatic control reconfiguration {Q = 88 rad/s)
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Figure 7.55 Fault detector V2 output during noise on sensor 3 with automatic 
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Figure 7.57 Measured rotor response during noise on sensor 3 with V8 and automatic
control reconfiguration (Q = 88 rad/s)
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7.7 Performance Limits and Improvements
Although the scope of the faults considered in this scheme has not encompassed all
*
possibilities, it is apparent that the method could be extended to include the detection of 
other fault conditions, e.g. control input related faults. A brief simulation study of this 
case has further shown that a fault detector could potentially be designed to include 
detection of both input and output related faults. The overall objective for such a scheme 
is to achieve detection and isolation of a wide a range of faults as possible. Even if a 
particular type of fault cannot be identified (isolated) it is still advantageous for the 
operator to know that a fault has occurred and that corrective action may be necessary. In 
this light it is also worth considering the effect of base motion on the fault detector 
output, and whether this too can be isolated and recognised as a fault.
7.8 Closure
In this chapter, an implementation of a fault detector and reconfigurable control system 
has been presented that has been designed for the detection and identification of faults 
that, on occurrence, effect the output of a displacement sensor. The performance of the 
fault detector has been analysed by simulation of faults on the real system. A post­
processor algorithm was used for monitoring the fault detector output and identifying 
faults. A low order H „ controller was used for closed loop control, which could be 
reconfigured on positive identification of a fault occurring on one of the control feedback 
channels. The performance of the reconfigurable control system was also tested by 
simulation of faults on the experimental system. For this particular system one set of 
sensors was used for the control feedback and fault monitoring and one purely for fault 
monitoring. On occurrence of a fault, the control inputs were automatically switched to 
the healthy sensors. In this way control integrity can be maintained.
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The experimental results demonstrate that such a system can successful identify 
faults, within the range considered, and respond by reconfiguring the system controller to 
maintain stability and performance.
Many possibilities exist for improving the performance of such a system. Firstly, 
the dynamic response of the fault detector can be improved by increasing the network size 
and reducing the sample frequency (subject to limitations in processing speed). Increasing 
the network size allows a greater number of network inputs and hence a wider ‘window’ 
of consecutive sample points to be considered in the fault detection algorithm of equation 
6.22. This should improve the network response by allowing better filtering of noise and 
system disturbances. There is always a lag between a fault occurring and it effecting the 
network output. This lag is always greater than one sample period and therefore reducing 
the sample frequency gives the prospect of more rapid detection (important for avoiding 
damage to the system) and improved FD accuracy. It will also increase the network 
Nyquist frequency, which, if set sufficiently high will prevent problems of aliasing when 
high frequency modes are excited. It is also possible that alternative network architectures 
could be advantageous in this application, for example recursive networks (Elman, 1990) 
or neural state space models (Suykens et al., 1994) may hold the key to improving 
dynamic performance through improved representation of the plant. The fault detection * 
system is not restricted to the sensor configuration used here, and it is feasible that 
improvements may be gleaned from alternative sensor positioning or even additional 
sensors (not necessarily displacement transducers).
Apart from the fault detector, there is also the potential for improved fault 
recognition through enhancement of the post-processor algorithm. Although the method 
used here worked well for the faults considered it is clear that additional detection criteria
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and signal processing may be necessary to improve the range of detectable faults. It is 
possible that a further neural network processor could be used as a pattern recognition 
system to identify more complex fault detector signals that might be caused by such faults 
as cracked rotors, rotor rub, etc. One easily realised enhancement would be to include an 
output filter on the FD. Obviously the fault detector output is only reliable for fault 
identification up to a certain frequency band. A simple filter will remove contamination 





An investigation has been undertaken, into the development and application of fault 
tolerant control systems for a flexible rotor/magnetic bearing system. It has been shown 
that tolerance to many fault types can be achieved in a rotor/magnetic bearing system 
through a combination of the following features
• appropriate component redundancy in the system design
• optimal controller design for performance and robustness during fault conditions
• implementation of condition monitoring or fault detection systems together with an 
adaptive or reconfigurable control scheme
Fault conditions can generally be classified into one of two categories, depending 
on whether they are internal or external to the control system i.e. affecting those
components inside or outside the control loop.
Those conditions that can be considered external to the control system can 
generally be accounted for in the controller design using robust control synthesis 
methods. Controller design was demonstrated for the case of rotor unbalance, base motion 
and rotor mass loss conditions. These faults were modelled as external disturbance 
sources for which controller performance was guaranteed using Hoo disturbance rejection 
criteria. It was shown through experiment that such controllers can achieve considerably 
improved tolerance of these conditions, when compared to more standard control 
implementations e.g. PID control. This enables such systems to tolerate a greater severity 
of faults without control limits being exceeded and the possibility of damage occurring.
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System damage is generally incurred by rotor impacting with retainer bearings and 
control design is an important factor in reducing its likelihood.
Although robust control design methods can go some way to achieving tolerance 
to internal faults, a different approach is generally necessary if such faults as control loop 
failure are to be handled effectively. The method proposed in this thesis was to use a fault 
detector to monitor the health of the system and detect/identify faults on their occurrence. 
A serious fault due to failure of a subsystem can then be accommodated by rerouting 
control to bypass the faulty component. Such a system has been realised using a neural 
network type fault detector, a suitable design method for which has been presented in 
chapter 6. This method was successful in its application to the detection of sensor related 
faults on the experimental system. A supervisory control algorithm was also used to 
respond to occurring faults, when signaled by the fault detector, and reconfigure control 
to alternative sensors. This system worked well for the faults considered; however, it 
should be remembered that the system was designed/trained to identify those particular 
faults. Faults characterised by other types of signal errors, if unconsidered, would 
generally not be identifiable. For this reason, such a fault detection system should be 
trained specifically for the most probable failure types, or at least those for which 
identification is most important. The occurrence of other faults, although detectable will 
not be identifiable.
It is proposed that, in order to achieve necessary levels of safety and reliability, 
rotor/magnetic bearing systems (and indeed other control systems) should incorporate 
many of the techniques described in this thesis. Firstly, systems should be designed with 
the required component redundancy that will allow fault tolerance to be achieved. 
Controllers should be designed using modem control techniques to give the optimum
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level of performance and robustness. Condition monitoring sub-systems, such as the fault 
detector described here, will run in real-time to check the condition of operation of the 
system and monitor for faults. Finally, a supervisory controller will operate to respond to 
faults as and when they occur, and take the appropriate action, whether it is reconfiguring 
the control system, changing the control algorithm, shutting down the system or notifying 
a human operator.
Through the design and manufacture of these types of fault tolerant systems, the 
range of suitable applications for magnetic bearing equipped rotors, both rigid and 
flexible, should broaden. It should also make possible the operation of such systems with 
a reduced level of manual supervision. In addition, systems should be more reliable, safer, 
easier to operate and be easier to maintain.
In closing it is also worth remarking that the proposed strategy for fault tolerant 
control and the techniques used in its implement are applicable to other types of control 
system. In fact any type of system having multiple sensor and actuators and sufficient 
levels of component redundancy would be a suitable candidate for application of such a 
fault tolerant control scheme. Possibilities include aircraft flight control systems, engine 
control systems and a range of vibration control systems.
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